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A Mullet's Memoirs
By JON GALLEN, SMS

Every year a senior med student
writes his memoirs for the Cadaver,
though the Cadaver never actually
solicits the article. Being a member
of the class that made mullet what it
is today, I thought I'd keep with tradition and submit an unsolicited
Mullet's Memoirs, for whatever it 's
worth.
My first experience with mullet
occurred the first night I was on call
in my life - June 1980 at the Old V.A .
I was on medicine, 4th floor (Miss
Lucy's floor) scared shitless that I'd
actua I ly have to crack a chest and do
open heart massage, or worse;
digitalize an impacted veteran all by
myself! So the scene was set -- a
young , newly-bearded junior at the
nurse's station trying to think of
something esoteric to write in a
patient's chart when I heard it, off in
the distance, "Where's the damn
orange Mullet?" I looked up in total

ignorance
at this
intimidating
bespectacled balding resident. I paid
no attention to the remark s ince he
was obviously looking for some
blood draining instrument and not
me. Again he shouted as he ap proached the station : "Where's the
orange mullet tonight?" I thought fo,r
a second; I was on the orange ser vice, but there's no way I was an
orange mullet?!?!
" What 's an orange mullet?" I
naively inquired . "You are, goddammit!" Well, so that's what I was .
I finally found out what a real mullet was later on -- I ate one. A tasteless, bony fish that schools mindlessly all day 'til he gets baited,
hooked and fried. After eating the
poor fellow, I felt quite sorry for him.
I really identified with his plight, be cause my life as a junior could in
many ways be similar to my friend's
whose bony remains were left on my

from '81
plate . Hooked, lined, and sinkered;
after proper education -- finished
and spit out, leaving the bones .
I realized soon into the junior year
that my fantasies of nurses and oncall rooms were only fantasies, that
the inflated image of myself and my
new oto-ophthalmoscope did little to
fathom the intricasies of modern
medicine, that humility came in
heaping doses and that my beard did
not hide the baby face underneath .
The classic braggadocio of being
"up all night" did not mean good sex;
it meant Zombie-like existence the
next day after a long nite of l.V. scut
and gastric lavage for a bleeder. The
phone became an enemy. It was a
psychological battle: to sleep or not
to sleep. The phone had eyes, I
thought . When mine closed -- it
rang . Mine opened -- it stopped, or
worse, kept ringing only to inform
my ear of something to be done,
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STAT.
The beeper- the ultimate STATUS
symbol, quietly transformed from a
(Continued on page 13)
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or, "Brother can you spare a dime?"
By MIKE SPENCER

Is that the first message on the new $10,000,000 bulletin board?!?!

No -- it's bird doo .

This article is supposed to be on
how we are going to pay for medical
school next year. Although payment
of tuition is a subject we are all
worried about, no one was interested enough to write an article about
it. I think this apathy is, in part, due to
a general understanding that there
is little we can do to better our
situation. Unless, of course, we can
get a different angle.
Personally, I have yet to get in my
GHEAC forms. I have yet to talk to my
Navy recruiter, nor have I talked to
the bank about loans at higher interest rates than the GHEAC.
Actually, if I just spent as much time
working part time as I do fishing, I
might be able to pay for most of my
room and board (Hell, all I'd need
would be a portable toilet) .
The question with which we are
really confronted is not one of how
to pay, but rather to what extent we
wish to sell our souls to stay here.
Half the reason no one wanted to
write this article is because everyone understands the bleakness of
the situation. Reagan has proposed
that GHEAC loans be cut by up to

90%, so prospects of loans for the
following year are kind of dim .
Admittedly, if you want to spend a
couple of years on an arctic ice flow
pumping Eskimos full of penicillin,
the Navy will gladly pay your way.
However, I don't want to chat with
my Navy recruiter, because I don't
quite agree with his idea of "a great
place to start" . Yet, it seems that we
must either comply with things as
they are, or come up with alternate
solutions to our problem . I, for one,
would like to try something else .
Since this is the "Alumni issue", I
thought it would be a good time to
institute an "Adopt a Medical Stu dent" program. In this program , the
alumni sends money to me (cash
only)! With the help of those who
have walked the path before me,
paying tuition at MCG will no longer
be a problem . Please don't make me
give up my fishing - MONEY
ORDERS ALSO ACCEPTED .
The subject of financial aid will not
be a humorous topic to MCG stu dents next year. It is expected that
(Continued on page 15)
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . stap h editorial
VINCE LYONS

Many medical school faculty ... do not rea lize the impact of the environment
they create as a faculty or the role m ode ls th ey demonstrate as individuals.
The word "doctor" means "teacher ", and. ..few students fail to see a con nection between how their teachers treat th em and how, by following example, they will tend to treat their patients--but not enough faculty seem to
understand this simple truth.
---JAMA, 316181, page 955

Fortunately for the students here at MC G. t here are a few faculty who are
aware of their impact. Gene Colborn. Ph.D .• and Mary Ella Logan. M.D .•
c hosen "Educators of the Year" by the Freshman and Sophomore classes
respectively. School of Medicine, are two of the finest.
What makes them special? What makes students recognize these two
professors (along with a select few others) y ear after year as the best the
Medical College has to offer? And why are both of these fine doctors-teachers--often criticised and not recognized by their Departments for the
outstanding contributions they make to thi s school?
The thing that makes them special is attitude.
When the Freshmen hit Gross Anatomy that very first day. Dr. Colborn-"Clean Gene"--looks them right in the eye(s) and says "This is a difficult
course . We've got a lot of work to do .. . ". Note that "we". It's almost
unique. It means that the teacher w ill be right there with the student,
working so that both can walk away feeling like they've done something
worth the doing .
In most other courses. the attitude perceived by the student is "You've
got a lot of work to do ... ", with the unspoken addendum "and it's your
work, not ours, so leave us alone". The idealism and eagerness with which
new students arrive is quickly turned to " let's get by --they can't flunk all of
us ... ".
Dr. Logan is the Course Director for Phase II Clinical Medicine. which
was chosen overwhelmingly as "Departmen t of the Year" for the basic
science years by the class of '83. The students appreciate her honesty and
caring. She straightforwardly says that "We have a contract. The faculty
will present the material. You learn the material as it is presented. and then
we'll test you on the presented material." S ounds simple enough. doesn't
it? Making it work requires untold hours of intense effort on her part;
coordinating clinical faculty (As an aside-- being taught by clinical people is
refreshing. The Medical School could take a hint from the Dental School in
that regard.). reviewing test questions (and actually revising or throwing
out irrelevant or vague questions or those over material not covered in lecture). and being there.
When she gave out the final test in Clin Med. Dr. Logan said. "I wish you
the best of luck as you enter into our chosen profession." Our chosen pro fession. Finally someone who recognizes that we aren't children who wi ll
grow up and be out of your hair; we are men an d women who will be your
colleagues. your co-workers. The physicians you train. the attitudes you
reward. the idealism you help to destory, shapes not only our future but
yours as well.
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Perhaps I am getting carried away by idealism. Well, I wish idealism was a
bit thicker around. .. medical school. It would have been a shot in an arm that
was tired from lugging around big notebooks full of tiny facts. It would have
given a more palpable purpose to the rote learning and the all-nighters on the
wards. Idealism and inspiration are better than a cup of coffee when you are
short on sleep .. . ".
David J. Bressler, SMS
-- --JAMA, 4 1 24181, page 1638

At this point in my career. I despise medical school and I have serious
doubts about being a physician . (If being a doctor is as much fun and as
personally rewarding as attending medical school. I think I'll go do somet hing more enjoyable. like clean out stables with a toothbrush). I feel that
for two years I have been involved in a series of running skirmishes with
people who demand that I learn their subject. without understanding what
I'm going to do with the knowledge or appreciating that Microbiology (or
H isto, or Pharm . or Path) isn't the only thing I have to do. And more importantly, I get the impression that they don't really care to know these things-they'd rather be in their labs .. ..
A friend who is attending Seminary in Wake Forest. N.C. did a little edi toria lizing for me recently--only they call these thing sermons.
"There seems to be a lack of concern on the part of the faculty (autocratic
behavior is the symptom) and on the part of the students (apathy is the symptom).
B oth groups have their interest turned inward. One group trying to survive the
other. One group seeking advantage at the expense of the other. For a group of
health-care professionals and health-care professionals-to-be, there's a great
lack of care--for each other. "
I will grant that as a student of medicine. I am not qualified to comment
upon the appropriateness of the material we learn. I will grant that the fa culty knows the best references, the most important data for us to learn.
But as professional students. I and my classmates know good teaching.
and we can tell when the professor would rather be elsewhere--because
when he doesn't want to be there in W103. neither do we .
The good teaching we know is exemplified by Ors. Colborn and Logan.
Their positive attitude is why. Please. faculty; take a few pointers from the
best. Care .

ANNOUNCEMENTS
the straight dope from all over

The editors of the Cadaver wish to extend a personal apology to the
nurse who was undeservedly attacked in the "Letter" column of the
last issue of the Cadaver.
Congratulations to Mike Spencer, Hilda White, and Kent Carpenter,
81-82 Editors of your favorite scandal-sheet and mine, the Cadaver.
Let's try and start something new this year--somebody besides the
Medical students get involved o.k.?
Sim ilar congratulations to Jon Dubin, Penny Houghton, Gordon
Nealey, Amy Werner, and Vince Lyons (who?); the new editors of the
Aesculapian.
In a recent Medical News, an article appeared stating that vitamin
supplements can boost the/. 0 . of the retarded. Amway's "Nutralite"
and its competitor, Shaklee, are bidding for space in the Student
Center to sell vitamins to the entire MCG community. Faculty are
specifically urged to take advantage of this new service.
The SGA would like us to thank Beth Jones for the calligraphy she did
on the certificates given to SGA reps and committee members at the
SGA Banquet. I got one, too--they're really nice. Thanks, Beth.
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Managing Editors ... .. ... . . .... . . ... K eith Jackson, Vince Lyons
Editors Elect ... .. .... .... .... .... Kent Carpenter, Mike Spencer,
Hilda White
Sports Editor .. ... . ....... ... . ............. . . . . . ... Brooks Lide
Staph . .. .. .... . . .. ...... ..... .. .. . . M ario Miras , Randy Summer
Business Manager .. .... .. .. . .... ... .... . .. . . .... .. Larry Lefkoff
Photography ... ... .. . .. ... .. . .... ............... .. Jacques Pye
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The CADAVER is a publication of t he stu dents of the Medical College
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per column inch . Classified advertis ing is offered as a service to MCG
students, faculty and employees at a rat e of $2 .00 per 25 words or
less.

Rumors that 80% of the Senior Class, School of Medicine have Herpes
are grossly exaggerated. It's not more than 65%. ... Reliable sources
tell us that the class will be forming a Herpes encounter group shortly
after graduation.
If you're moving at the end of the year, tell your landlord so he can list
your place with the Housing Office and other students can get a chance
at decent housing at (hopefully) a good price. There's a notebook listing, it's free, and if you need any more info, call 828-3472.
A recent high-level meeting with VIP's revealed that the Cadaver is
the sole remaining publication that considers Nursing Students to be
sex objects. Sorry. Obviously, considering nurses and nursing stuents as sex objects is beneath the dignity of a responsible, respected
pub lication such as ours; besides, if we knowingly perpetrated such
blatant falseh oods, we could be sued
The Senior class, School of Nursing , congratulates Susan Young, Nsg .
'81 , on her Commission as an officer in the U.S . Navy. Anchors
Aweigh , Susan--guess they 'kneed' you after all ....
---Bones
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Cast Your Bread Upon The Waters
Robert B. Greenblatt, M.D .
Professor Emeritus of Endocrinology
The editors invited my contribution to this special issue dedicated to
the alumni . This I am happy to do be cause I served as faculty advisor of
this student publication for so many
years . I am not an alumnus of the
Medical College of Georgia; however, my 46 year's association with
this venerable institution permits
me to hope that the status of honorary alumnus will be accorded me
after reaching the watermark of 50
years .
Throughout my worldwide perigrinations, I have not found a better
news sheet, both in format and content, than our own "Cadaver ." It is
indeed the fearless voice of the student body: a w indow on their activities; a safet y v alve for their frustrations, their subtle condemnations,
as well as t heir humor, and feigned
praises. The pages of the "Cadaver "
parade the manners and the mores
of our present and future alumni . For
some, it is a medium through which
written word finds expressions-an
exercise that should be encouraged.
Physicians, with but few exceptions,
are notorious in their lack of talent
for the orderly and precise use of
language in scientific publications
or in their literary endeavors.
The firs t scientific paper that I had
published under the aegis of the
Medical Coll ege of Georgia was in
1936 on t he "Benign Nevus - the
Malignant Melanoma ." I pointed out
that the nevus was an atavisitic
remnant in the phylogenetic devel opment of man and quoted
Anatole France-"Nous sommes
deja si vieux quand nous sommes
nes (we are already old when we are
born) ." Dr. G . Lombard Kelly-at that
time Dean of the . college and Pro fesso r of Anatomy, friend of every
facul t y member and counsellor to
eve ry student in distress-was impressed with the article and asked
me t o write the "Foreword" to his
little book, " Sex Manual." He was far
ahead of his time; a million copies
were sold . It served notice that there
was a fine medical college i n
Georgia - it also enabled a million
readers to learn of my name.
As faculty advisor to the "Cadaver,"
I was often on very short notice ask ed by the editors for an article to
serve as a " filler" for a particular
issue . "Write for us, " an editor sug gested, "one of the little anecdotes
you use so effectively to illustrate
some particular point in a lecture,"
such
as Esau's
hypoglycemia;
Goliath's pituitary tumor;
how

Rachel's infertility was overcome by
ingestion of mand rake-the first
known tranquilizer; Saul of Tarsus'
salt depletion syndrome; the small
stature of Zaccheus and his Napoleonic complex; the impotency of
King David during his climacteric;
and of Job's lactating breasts. I also
wrote articles on Napoleon's multiple endocrine adenomata, on
Mussolini's satyriasis, Hitler's sexu a I inadequacy, Gladstone's
madonna-harlot complex . In my lectures, I compared Biblical disorders
with a current illness or some endocrine syndrome, psychologic happenstance with hormonal drive, or
probable ailment of one who
changed the course of history. Such
analogies appeared to fascinate the
students, who were avid for knowledge of the Bible, of other classics,
and of history. "His studie was but
litle on the bible" was common not
alone to Chaucer's "Physician" but
to the medical students of the day,
particularly as we now limit the use
of the Bible and its drama of all humanity in our educational institutions .
Sometime later, I collected all the
sacred and profane essays written
by me for the "Cadaver ." J.B.
Lippincott Company published
"Search the Scriptures: Modern
Medicine and Biblical Personage" now in the third edition and the 22nd
reprinting . M.T.P. Press Ltd. of Lancaster, England published "Love
Lives of the Famous : a Physician's
Reflections" - - now in its fifth
printing . Indeed, I had cast bread upon the waters and the rewards have
been bountiful. The moral of the
story is to accept and obi ige those
who request your services, no matter how busy and occupied you believe yourself to be.
My friend and yours, the President
of the Medical College of Georgia,
Bill Moretz, asked me to consider
making a contribution to the campaign for endowment funds during
the Sesquicentennial celebration
of the Medical College of Georgia. I
merely asked, "What is the largest
contribution made to date by an
alumnus of the school?" The answer
was " $10,000." Since the "Cadaver"
afforded me an opportunity, I felt
that I should return to the college
some of the fruits of my labors - I
gladly met the challenge . I feel
blessed to be "almost" an alumnus
of the medical school which has served the country and our state for
over 1 50 years.

That Party Supply Place
1629 Walton Way -

736 -7372

DECORATIONS - PARTY SUPPLIES
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS
BRING THIS AD FOR 10% DISCOUNT ON
BIRTHDAY PARTY SUPPLIES
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The Editors of the Cadaver wish to thank the Alumni of
the School of Medicine, Medical College of Georgia, and
Mr. Larry Christensen of the Alumni Office, Medical College of Georgia, for their generous assistance in the
funding of this special "Alumni Issue" of the Cadaver.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF
SPECIAL ALUMNI POLL
The MCG School of Medicine Alumni Association Board of Directors
met on March 8th, 1981, in Macon . One topic of intense discussion
was whether the Alumni Association should take any action concerning the use of state taxpayer funds to support a new private medical
school in Macon . The Association formed a committee to study the
impact of the creation of any new medical schools within the State of
Georg•a. particularly as it would affect the Medical College of Georgia .
Chaired by Dr . LaMar McGinnis of Atlanta, with Dr. Bill Shirley of
Macon, and Dr. David Wells of Dalton, this committee will make its report to the Board of Directors when they meet in Augusta on May 15,
1981. Dr. Wells is the current Association president; Dr . Shirley is the
president-elect and becomes president on May 15th; and Dr.
McGinnis will become president-elect on the same day.
If the impact of new medical schools is judged by this committee to be
seriously adverse to MCG, and of little or no significant benefit to the
needs of the people of Georgia, the committee is empowered to sug gest action which the Association can take.
The committee has mailed a questionnaire to all School of Medicine
alumni to seek their opinions . As of April 15th, with a large number of
questionnaires returned , the preliminary results were as follows :
50 .8%

13 .1 %
26.2%
3.3%

6 .6%

felt that th'e Alumni Association should actively oppose "the
use of state funds to provide financial support for new medical schools within Georgia", and stated without qualification
that they would be willing to support this opinion financially.
felt the same as above, but qualified their financial support,
usually stating a personal fiscal limitation.
felt the same as above, but said "no" or left blank the question
regarding willingness to support their opinion financially .
felt that the Alumni Association should actively support "the
use of state funds to provide financial support for new medical schools within Georgia", and several of these stated their
willingness to back their opinion financially .
felt the Alumni Association should remain indifferent to the
situation . Said one, "Whether bad or good, this situation will
resolve itself and we can only harm ourselves by aligning
ourselves with either side, as an organization. Any action
should be by individuals."

Funny thing about the Government Mind. You tell them you
know where there's a problem, they right away treat you with
respect--especially if you're in the American Magician's Association and have the initials after your name. The schools translate
them Medical Doctor. I've always figured they stand for Me
Dunno. But everybody else automatically assumes Magic Dispenser.
andy offutt

SILVERSTEIN'S
CLEANERS & LAUNDERERS

3818 Washington Road
1924 Walton Way
701 Ellis Street
2568 Central Avenue
3120 Deans Bridge Road
PROFESSIONAL
DRAPERY CLEANING
Call 733-3685

ONE HOUR SERVICE
SEWING & ALTERATIONS
SHIRTS & LAUNDRY

SERVING FORT GORDON SINCE 1948
MCG STUDENT DISCOUNT AT 1924 WALTON WAY
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"SCHOOL OF NURSING IS A JOKE"
the aftermath
Ed note: For those of you who may
not remember the last issue of the
Cadaver, on page 3 there was a relatively innocuous letter-to-theeditors titled "School of Nursing is a
Joke". In it, the author expressed his
opinions concerning trends in nursing education toward over-specialization (and higher status) and away
from hands-on patient care (and I
guess lower status).
Shortly after publication of the
Cadaver, we received the following
letter.

Gentlemen:
On what basis is the letter to the
Editor in the March 11 edition of the
Cadaver dignified as worthy of publication? The title of the letter to
which I refer is "School of Nursing is
a Joke".
The letter clearly falls in the category of an attack, whose author has
little or no factual information to
support the assertions made. Given
the potential harm such a letter may
do to the reputation of the Medical
College of Georgia, its students and
faculty, I fail to understand why it
was considered worthy of publication.
Let me say.I fully support the freedom of the press. In addition, I believe that editors of news media
have an obligation to exercise their
freedom of the press in a responsible
manner. The publication of this letter seems irresponsible to me. Let
me give you my reasons :
1.

Information disseminated to the
public which denigrates any
School at the Medical College of
Georgia denjgrates the entire
College.
2. An attack upon the academic
standards or quality of a specific
professional school by a person
unqualified either to know or to
judge those standards seems
questionable.
3. Use of the press to allow an individual to vent his hostility
when in so doing, he violates
the canons of ethics and taste is
inappropriate in any institution
which represents a societal
trust.
Finally, I am certain that the unin-

formed opinion of the writer does
does not represent the majority of
the students at MCG nor my future
colleagues in health care and on
those points I am reassured. However, I hope that for the remainder of
my tenure as a dean at the Medical
College of Georgia I shall never
again read such an irresponsible
piece in an MCG publication--be it
opinion or report.
Sincerly
I s l Mary E. Conway, Ph .D.
Dean and Professor
School of Nursing
Ed note: What do you know-- somebody besides us reads the Cadaver!
While we were composing a reply
that would have encouraged a con structive response. (i.e., rebuttal)
from the School of Nursing, the following letter was received Interestingly, the letter was addressed to
MCG's staff attOrney rather than to
the "felons" in question (i.e., that
blonde-haired cranio-anal inversion
Co-editor and myself, who got drafted to write this drivel). Nobody
seemed to have the insight / courage
to contact us, facing the issue directly; rather they insisted upon lawyerto-lawyer communication which
sort of precludes an intelligent dis cussion of the problem.

Re : The Cadaver, Vol. 35, #6
Dear Sirs;
Please be advised that I represent
a number of faculty members of the
School of Nursing at the Medical
College who have contacted me to
represent their interest as a result of
the letter to the editor appearing in
the March 11, 1981 issue. The item
in question appears on page 3 and
purports to be an anonymous letter
and to which the editors have captioned, "School of Nursing is a
Joke". The allegations contained in
diatribe run to approximately one
half page and is an example of the
lowest form of journalism . While it is
understood that the State of Georgia
enjoys Soverign Immunity, I have
advised my clients that they have
more than ample justification to
bring an action against the editors of
the Cadaver for both actual and
punitive damages. However, I have

ANONYMOUS LETTER IS RETRACTED
The Cadaver wishes to go on record as disavowing a letter
printed in the March 11, 1981 edition of this paper and captioned "School of Nursing is a Joke". Whilethestaffofthis publication goes on record as affirming it's rights under the First
Admendment to the United States Constitution to operate a
free press, it also recognizes its's responsibilities to produce an
accurate, responsible publication. It has been pointed out to the
editors of the Cadaver that the above referenced letter was not
only the opinion of an in div idual not affiliated with the Cadaver,
but was filled with misst atements of fact and erroneous conclusions. It is not the editorial intent of this publication to deliberatly injure any individual or g roup. We say this with special reference to the Dean of the School of Nursing, that school's faculty,
students and graduates. We regret that anyone may have been
damaged by anything appearing in the Cadaver.

suggested that the editorial staff be
given an opportunity to print an
adequate editoral retracting what
can only be termed as a vicious and
mindless attack on the profession of
nursing by individuals in the field of
medicine. Unless an adequate response is immediately forthcoming
from the individuals involved, my
clients will have no option but to
seek to protect their reputations in a
court of law. We will expect an
immediate response from the editors regarding their intentions and
will anticipate that the April edition
of the Cadaver will have published in
it an adequate editorial disclaimer.
My clients are not interested in asking for equal time. They did not create this situation and it is up to the
editorial staff to attempt to rectify
their error. It should be impressed
upon them that they cannot escape
liability by merely claiming that they
did not write the letter, but merely
captioned and published it. Your
counseling them on this point, I
think would be of immeasurable
benefit to all parties concerned.
Thanking you for your kind attent ion to this matter, I remain,
Very truly yours,
Is l H. William Sams, Jr.
Ed. note: What about the First
Amendment? What about the academic environment encouraging
the free and open exchange of ideas
and opinions? Obviously the letterwriter hit a nerve.
We consulted a lawyer--we found
out that before you can sue for punitive damages you have to demand a
retraction. SUE!?!? We flunked the
next Pharmacology test.
We asked their lawyer if they really wanted punitive damages (blood
from turnips?) or if an apology would
solve this. We got the following
letter.

Re : The Cadaver
Dear Sirs:
Pursuant to our earlier communication by telephone, I have been in
touch with members of the faculty of
the School of Nursing. As a result, I
am authorized to advise you that
they will consider holding off taking
any legal action if the following conditions are met. First, retraction and
apology will need to be published in
next regularly scheduled issue of the
Cadaver. The editorial should be extensive of enough to give more than
cursory treatment of the subject.
The headline accompanying the aforesaid editorial shall be at least as
large as that which accompanied the
offending letter in question . Second
since we understand that no issue of
The Cadaver is scheduled for April
for lack of funds, we will agree to
your providing us with a final draft
of the aforesaid editorial along with
it's accompanying headline on or before April 15th. Should the above
conditions be met and our clients indicate that they are satisfied w ith the
retraction, then I feel that we have a
greatly improved chance of seeing
this matter resolved out of court. As
to whether or not we eventually see
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this matter resolved before a jury
rests entirely in the hands of the
editors of The Cadaver. The chances
of avoiding litigation will be directly
proportional to the enthusiasm and
professionalism of their retraction .
If you do not find the above arrangements to be satisfactory kindly
notify me in writing at once so that
we may undertake to prepare a formal complaint without undue delay.
Very truly yours,
I sl H. William Sams, Jr.
Ed note; On the surface, it's typical
lawyer talk. Intimidating as hell.
We contacted the lawyer who
handles libel cases for the Augusta
Chronicle. Sitting at a conference
table in suits and ties, we talked
about freedom of speech, the doctor
glut, tennis.... the conversation took
these more enjoyable turns after the
first five minutes, when he told us,
"You haven't got a thing to worry
about: Remember the First Amendment?"
You see, The publication of opinion is absolutely protected under the
Constitution (Gertz vs Welch, 418
U.S. at 339-40), the letter in the
Cadaver concerned public employees so that we are protected under
the rules established by another
case (N.Y. Times vs Sullivan, 376
U.S. at 274), andthere was no malicious intent involved(to exhibit malicious intent you have knowingly
print a falsehood).
Regardless of the strength of our
legal position, we contacted the "aggrieved parties" and offered to sit
down and rationally discuss the issues and possible solutions.
They referred us to their lawyer.
We called their lawyer and made
the same offer. He told us to " stick
it". In fact, he was extremely belligerent throughout the conversation.
Lawyers get paid more for going to
court than for solving problems. Win
or lose.
We wrote Dean Conway (the first
competent Dean the Nursing School
has had in years) and advised her
and the involved faculty members
that "The editors of the Cadaver remain available and open -minded for
discussion of the problems and its
possible solution."
Well they still refused to subject
themselves to rational discussion.
It's easi er to hate someone if you
don 't know them, (i. e., us, Jack the
Ripper, and the Commies).
The next thing we received
wording of a retraction that
considered supplicant enough.
we thought we'd had to bend
and take it i n Pathology!

was
they
And
over

We couldn't print it. We didn't
want to leave the Cadaver as an
emasculat ed skeleton, printing only
Clark Hill weather reports and the
minutes of the SGA. It is the duty
and privilege of the Cadaver to print
views not necessarily those of the
faculty, administration, or even the
majority of the cervical dysplasias

(Continued on page 5)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS,

attending this benighted institution
[you're becoming loquacious and
abstruse, Keith] - - - [your Mama,
Vince] .
Well, at least this was a starting
point; maybe this thing cou ld still be
worked out. We offered once again
to meet and discuss the matter.Surprise Surprise! They accepted. The
faculty members insisted upon
meeting on "neutral ground"; it had
to be away from campus. They decide d to meet us at their lawyer's office. O.K. ...
At the meeting, we offered to print
anything that they wished to submit
as a rebuttal,· we offered to apologise for stirring things up; we offered
to drop the whole thing.
They didn't want to set the record
straight with their facts in a rebutta/,"
our apology wasn't sufficiently beggarly to suit them; if we didn't do it
their way we were gonna get sued
We can't afford to be sued, win or
lose (like $1,000 to have a suit dismissed on a summary judgem ent).
So we printed it.
We didn't appreciate all this
harassment. All of this could have
been avoided if the involved facutly
members of the School of Nursing
had been willing from the start to
calmly and intelligently discuss the
problem and work toward a solution
that everyone couid accept. Instead,
we were quickly heading toward a
situation in which we would both
lose money (and lawyers would have
made money).
We played the part of a boy caught
with his hand in the cookie jar, to a
point. We played bargaining, rational adult, to a point. Now we're playing ourselves.
This business was foolish.

Dear Editors :
Since the last issue of the
CADAVER, I experienced the joys of
10 days of hospitalizatio n in Tal madge. I had not been a hospital
patient for 44 years, and the abrasive letter regarding the School of
Nursing had "sensitized" me to
nursing care and caused me to think
about the letter 's allegations and
medical care i n general. (I should admit at the outset that thoµgh I was
confined to bed I was in n o discomfort) .
As I lay there observing what I
could, I was impressed by the absence of student nurses. Aren't
there about 250 a year graduated?
I'm told they are more in evide nce
at University and Doctors. Why? The
need for additonal people to administer nursing care in Talmadge is obvious to the most uninformed or
calloused observer . It seems like
such a marvelous opportunity for
students to learn many things about
medicine and the care of patients .
For as many years as I've been
around medicine, at least at the
periphery (now 20), there has been
ever-increasing complaining about
the decline in nursing care. Who's
complaining?
Patients are complainin g . They
are now referred to as "clients ."

from page4
Th ey feel like a sack of the dirty laundry. They are team-nursed into cold,
impersonal anonimity. Seldom does
an RN descend from the nurses'
station these days and then usually
only to direct aides . Nursing care for
RNs has now been relegated to the
abst ract. Willing but untrained and
uneducated people give the bed
baths, take vital signs, respond to
lights.
Do such people have the background and experience to notice that
the patient has become dehydrated?
Can they detect subtie changes in
emotional tone? Do they have and /
or take the time to talk with the
patient and learn of that invaluable
background info rmation which is so
useful in "pleadin g the client's
case'? Probably not. Most of this
simply goes unnoticed because of
the increasing reliance upon the
multitude of mechanized lab tests .
The RN just isn't there in too many
cases!
A r ecent graduate of our school of
nu rsing said, "Floor duty nursing is
the pits! I' m just not that interested
in sick people." Fortunately for her
potential patients, she's decided to
pursue a graduate degree in nursing!
Nurses comp lain . Fresh graduates have had so little hands-on
patient care experience they're
nearly virginal (in this respect).
Much time is spent in training and
educating them so they can "nurse."
A frequent problem is that such
mundane nursing is beneath the intellectua clly svelt products of many
of the degree programs. In the
meantime, cul pable nursing care
has too often become the acceptable
(or inescapable) rule .
At the famous Mayo Clinic they
now do without RNs wherever possible. They have found that taking
the intelligent girls from the surrounding Iowa and Minnesota farms
and training them to care for
patients in the clinics has been far
more successful.
A nurse friend of mine is in charge
of recruiting nurses for one of the
large Dallas hospitals. She travels all
over . the U.S . and Canada seeking
RNs. She recently told me that if she
hears "client" one more ti me she'll
puke! (She tends to speak somwhat
graphically.) She is convinced that
degree nurses very often cannot and
do not "cut it " in delivering nursing
care. They love the te am concept,
but fail to rea li ze there's room for
only one quarterback and that is
usually the physician. She stated
that quite simply she sees the only
solution to be the re-establishment
of good three-year nursing schools.
She, by the way, has a degree in
nurs ing plus a ma sters.
Physicians complain. I won't take
names in vain, but in my experience
at Illinois Research & Education, the
various hospitals associated with
Harvard Medical School, hospitals in
New Orleans, Toledo, Burlington
(VT), and Augusta, physicians of all
ages and specialities decry the void
in medicine resulting from the loss

of hands-on, patient-oriented
nurses. Many have said frankly they
prefer to work with and rely upon a
diploma nurse. Pity, isn't it?
Are all these people a crabby
minority? I doubt it. Further, I be lieve that the perception of current
nursing programs is poor. If it is unfair or based on ignorance, please let
the administration and faculty of our
own School of Nursing educate us. I
think it is unfortunate that following
the publication of the now infamous
letter in the CADAVER I have heard
literally no denunciation of that
epistle except regarding its style.
The School of Nursing is certainly
no joke to me! Whenever any school
within the College is hurt in any
way, the whole College suffers. No
one can take any comfort or joy in
seeing the School of Nursing so
viciously attas;ked. I implore Dean
Conway and her faculty to regain
their poise and use the CADAVER to
educate their colleagues, the stu dents, and the public about nursing
in general and the role the School of
Nursing is playing in improving that
profession .
Sincerely,
I sl Thomas Weidman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Anatomy
Ed. note: unfortunately for us, most
folks' reaction to bad news is to
shoot the messenger....

on the weekends. For example : on
4W at Talmadge, twelve students
(10 juniors and two seniors) are pre sently working .
I will not attempt to argue the need
for the nurse practioner. I can only
hope that medical professionals will
not argue about overlapping territory, but will work together as a team
to provide much needed health care.
Statements such as the ones made
in the letter only increase the gulf
between nurses and doctors. At the
annual meeting of the American
College of Surgeons held in the fall
in Atlanta, the physicians were
handed a flyer . The flyer read, "Dear
Doctor, "Are YOU a part of the hospital nursing shortage?" Among some
of the questions asked were, "Do
you know there is a body of nursing
knowledge and actions separate and
different (while complementary) to
medical knowledge? Do you criticize
nurses in front of other people? Do
you accept and encourage suggestions from nurses about patient
care in a spirit of collaboration and
honest inquiry?" So I ask you, Mr.
Namewith held, are you the future
generation who will continue the
poor doctor--nurse relationships or
will you help provide good patient-care?
Caroline Herring
Junior Nursing Student

Dear Editors:
I write with mixed feelings to the
writer of the letter entitle.d "School
of Nursing is a Joke." First of all, I am
glad that he is deeply concerned
about patient care. However, the information he presented and/or
alluded to was somewhat erroneous.
MCG was not humiliated when
Boards came back last year. Eighty-seven percent of the 1980 graduates
passed Boards. This is an excellent
record especially since the School of
Nursing has been without a permanent dean for the last two years.
Under concrete leadership, I expect
this percentage to rise.
I too often wonder about the validity of the classes such as pharmaco-logy. MCG is not unique in the selection of classes for a BSN program.
The idea is that patient care will
benefit from logical nursing models
and theories. The intership programs are increasing in numbers at
hospitals to fill in the gap between
theory and clinical. I don't view this
as a negative reflection on BSN programs, but the acknowledgement
that nurses are more than technicians. Many students realize the
lack of clinical experience and work

Dear Editors,
I am writting you in response to
the letter to the editor entitled
"School of Nursing is a Joke", which
was printed in the March 11th issue
of The Cadaver. Being a nursing
student at the Medical College of
Georgia and proud of it, I and many
of my classmates were outraged
over the unprofessional, unethical
and ignominious nature of this letter. The degradation of the MCG
alumni, the present student body,
the faculty, and the Medical College
of Georgia is appalling and can not
be tolerated! Since the author's conclusions are unsupported and have
no validity, I see no value in it having
been printed. I hope you will refrain
from including any further letters in
The Cadaver which defame the
Medical College of Georgia and all
who are associated with it.
l s/ Lynn M . Oubre
President, Junior Nursing Class
To the Editor:
Re : "School of Nursing is a Joke"
The Cadaver, March 11th, from
name withheld by request _ I can
see why. AMEN!
Name withheld by request
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A.M.S.A. Goes To Houston
By RANDY SUMNER

On March 26-29, 12 medical students representing the American
Medical Student Association
(A.M.S.A.) at the Medical College of
Georgia flew to Houston, Texas for
the 1981 A.M.S .A. Convention . This
year's theme was "Health Care: Out
of the Ivory Tower and Into the Community". A wide variety of educational presentations
concerning
health care in this country and
abroad was given throughout the
convention . Additionally, the House
of Delegates met to discuss A.M.S.A.
policy changes for the next year and
passed some controversial resolutions on handgun control, U.S. involvement in El Salvador, and the
possibility of establishing a new
physician's professional organization as an alternative to the American Medical Association. The convention's most dramatic event was a
3 mile march through Houston by
600 students to oppose Reagan's
proposed cuts in student loans, the
National Health Service Corps, and
federal health care aid to the poor.
The convention's programs largely divided their attention between
improving the medi.c al students'
educational experience and fostering a thoughtful analysis of how
this country's medical system could
be improved to meet the needs of the
underserved. The first area included
such topics as choice of residencies
or specialties, how women can cope
with patriarchal systems, dealing
with stress, development of counseling skills, and opportunities in
international health. The focus on
meeting the nation's health care
needs included a forum on how
much the government should do in
redistributing health care, a presentation from a Love Canal woman

on toxic wastes, reports from a
workshop on minority recruitment
by medical schools, the poor state of
health care in the nation's prison
system, a discussion of the teenage
pregnancy problem, a consideration
of alternative methods of childbirth,
and programs on dealing sensitively
with homosexual patients.
The convention presented
numerous programs confronting international health care issues . Representatives from "International
Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War" explained in hard
realities that 140 million Americans
could be expected to die in an all out
nuclear war. Of course, a "limited"
nuclear war using only ten percent
of the Soviet arsenal would kill 90
million Americans. One must certainly wonder if Vice-President
George Bush was aware of these
figures from the U.S. National
Security Council when he stated
that America could win a nuclear
war. Even if these weapons are
never used, the resources diverted
toward developing more overkill
cannot be used to fight the mushrooming global problems of malnutrition, poverty, and disease. The
worldwide arms race now continues
at 1 million dollars every minute;
the eradication of smallpox from the
earth required the money spent on
only twenty minutes of the arms
race! ~tate Department films of
Nagasaki and Hiroshima after their
devastation by two tiny nuclear warheads showed first hand the horror
which may engulf the world unless
responsible people take action . As
physicians, it is clearly the time to
acknowledge that nuclear holocaust
is a real possibility .
Another presentation was a report
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from the Public Health Commission
on El Salvador . Presented by Sally
Gutmacher, who visited El Salvador
to investigate the situation, the program emphasized that health professionals in the hospitals risk
assassination by both government
troops and guerrillas if they treat
bullet wounds. In one instance government troops massacred two physicians, a nurse, two medical stu dents and two visitors in a home
where they found an examining
table and anesthesia . Similar incidents have been numerous, and
the government finds itself strangely impotent to curtail such abuses by
the military.
Also, refugee camps are developing throughout the country, with
squalid conditions . Estimates say
that 75% of the nation's children
under five years of age are malnourished . As in Vietnam, the innocent civilians suffer most. Former
U.S . military aid "will be bolstering
one of the most out-of-control, violent bloodthirsty groups of men in
the world . They have killed - at a
minimum - 5,000 or 6,000 kids, just
on the mere suspicion that they
were involved with the leftists."
Other international health issues
at the convention forefront included
abuse of psychiatry in the Soviet
Union for political purposes, the
marketing of infant formulas in third
world countries leading to malnutrition , and opportunities for physicians to take an active role in international health . As members of the
small percentage of the world population which uses most of its resources, American physicians have
a unique responsibility to aid the
world's 500 million starving and
undernourished people.
The A.M .S .A. House of Delegates
passed resolutions on a vast number
of issues. One of the most timely
was a resolution to ban the sale,
manufacture, ownership, and importation of handguns to the United
States excepting the police, military,
secured gun clubs. Prior to passing
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the resolution, two convention stu dents were bound and robbed in
thier apartment by a man with a
handgun. The resolution was
passed on Sunday, and on Monday
President Reagan nearly met his end
from a handgun -armed assasin.
One week later , in New Orleans , a
female Tulane medical student was
abducted, raped , and murdered by
ex-convict with a handgun. Whether
a total ban is necessary may be debatable, but events surrounding the
convention emphasized that access
to such deadly and concealable
weapons should be limited .
Another key resolution supported
a national day of medical student
protest against President Reagan's
proposed health care budget cuts . To
take place in April or May, the nature
of the protest is up to the local
A.M .S .A. chapter, but the need for a
uniformly timed action was emphasized.
Other
resolutions
were
passed in opposition to captial
punishment by injection, supporting a published maternity leave policy for all residencies, opposing a
goal of 17 percent minorities in the
national graduating class of medical
students , and opposing any govern ment actions to hamper the avail ability of abortions in the first two
trimesters of pregnancy.
The enthusiasm and idealism
which pervaded the entire A.M .S.A.
convention was visible proof that
this nation has not become so cynical or disillusioned to believe that it
cannot produce positive changes in
the world. Despair may be popular,
and self-interest may be the motto of
the decade, but the Houston experience negates that approach . Key note speaker, Jack Geiger, stated
quite eloquently that "the war on
poverty is over and the war on the
poor has begun" . We have somehow
forgotten that the American Dream
is not the right of a few to be rich ,
but the opportunity for all to live a
decent life . The A.M .S .A. students
demonstrated clearly that somebody
still gives a damn .

SECOND TIME AROUND

MEN'S AND BOY'S CLOTHES,
TOYS AND BABY EQUIPMENT
1914 WALTON WAY

OPEN TUES.-SAT.
10 AM - 4 P.M.

738-1526

ALL MERCHANDISE
IN EXCELLENT
CONDITION

JOIN THE TREND AND WEAR IT AGAIN
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1980-81 Summary
By GLENDA HAWKINS. SGA President, '80-81
During the 1979-80 school year, I served in SGA as a class rep resentative for Med '82. That year was, for many of us, frustrati ng
in that many of our meetings were disbanded for lack of a q uorum .
The budget for that year was approved via mail, because w e lacked
a quorum on two consecutive meetings and went into the summer
without an approved budget. The representatives who did come t o
meetings were willing to be involved, but there seemed t o be a
pervasive attitude of apathy in the SGA, I ran unopposed, even
th ough it was common knowledge that I would be ou t of tow n a
good port ion of the year on rotations . I knew that it was not t h e
ideal situation and that it w o uld present many problems, but no
one else seemed interested enough to step forward and ru n. So I
was elected President for the year 1980-81 .
My goals for the year were mainly these two: (1) to create a
f eel ing of unity among the five schools of MCG within the Student
Govern ment Association and (2) to conduct the bus iness meetin gs
in such a way that representatives would feel that thei r valuable
t ime ha d been well spent . In order to accomplish thes e go als, I ap poin ted committee members from all the schools and div ision s
re presented (as much as possible) instead of concentra t in g on ly on
peopl e I knew personally, which would have wei ghted things
heavily toward Medicine. We used nametags at most of the
meet in gs, which helped us to integrate more instead of bei ng
nam eless entities who came and went without disturb ing ea ch
othe r. (You hate to ask someone's name again, having asked it at
the first meeting three months ago!) And we started our m eetin gs
on time, with or without a quorum present at the appointed hour
(begin ning with announcements or a discussion whic h requ ired
no off icial action) . As a result, we have had a quorum p resen t for
every meeting except the first, at which time not all c lasses had
e lected their representatives and things were moving a little slowly. Not on ly have we had a quorum present for each meet in g,
b ut we have had excellent attendance at the meetings (70 -7 5%).
That is a tribute to your interest and willingness to accept you r responsibi lity as class representative . I thank you for your
cooperation and support throughout the year!
Ot h er accomplishments for the 1980-81 Student Govern m en t
Asso ciat ion are : (1) the esta blishment of our own f ilm series,
wh ich has been a success, t hanks to the hard work of o ur Enter tain ment Committee, (2) the reinstitution of the Pub li ca tions
Board, (3) the insta l lation of typewriters for student ren t al in t he
library on a trial basis, (4) participation in all but one SA C meeting
(S t ud ent Advisory Council to the Board of Regents ), inc ludi ng the
su mmer workshop, (5) the purchase of a piano for the Large
Au ditorium, and (6) investigation into the possibi lity of a m ea l pla n
for st udents (in progress) .
Some suggestions for the remainder of the year and for t h e fo llowing term : (1) revise the constitution, up-date it and eli m inate
som e vague wordin g in several places, (2) work t o ha ve library
ho urs extended to be more compatible with study hou rs (w ithin
reason!), especial ly on wee kends (in progress). (3) set up a voter
r egistration booth for the incoming classes in the fa ll, (4)
investigate the possibili ty of selling stamps in the mailroo m, and
(5) compose a list of businesses which offer discounts to M CG stu dent and distribute it among the student body. These are so me of
t he things which I would like to have done during my term of offic e,
bu t time has run ou t .
As it t urned out, I was on ly in town for four months out of twe lve,
an d th at is definitely not the idea l situation ! I couldn't have done it
w ithout a lot of help from my friends . I want to thank t he ot her of ficers , Bob Meeks, Lynn Stanley, and Grace Gornto, for he lping m e
me out severa l times when I called from Macon with suggesti ons,
q uestions, or instructions which had to be carried out . An d I
especially want to thank Joy Jones, without whom t his y ear wou ld
h ave been extremely difficult! Joy has been a constan t sou rce of
m oral support and seems to be an inexhaustible foun t ain of infor m ation . Unfortunately for us, this is Joy's last year with us, as her
husband is about to graduate and wi ll be enter ing a resi dency pro gram in Columbia, South Carolina. We will probably be come
acutely aware of just how much help Joy has been, just as soo n
as she becomes unavailable!
In retrospect. I feel that his year has been a good one. Bu t I kn ow
that the Student Government Association has not yet begun to
wo rk up to its potential. I feel confident that, under the direct ion of
your new president, and with the amount of enthusiasm an d in t er est you have already shown this year, next year will be a mu ch
better year for the SGA. Thank you all for your support and acti ve
pa rticipation throughout the year!

-

And In This Corner ....
By BRETT AUSTIN, SGA President, '81-82
Fellow students and MCG community, I would like to introduce
you to the newly elected officers of the Medical College of Georgia
Student Government Association (SGA) . Beth Wehunt from the
School of Allied Health is the Secretary, Janie Simms from the
School of Nursing is Comptroller, Clay Haskins from the School of
Medicine is Vice-President, and Brett Austin (yours truly) from the
School of Medi cine will hold the office of President.
We are all pleased to serve as officers of the SGA, and ask for
your support during the upcoming year.
Many projects will be undertaken by the SGA during the upcoming year, ranging from entertainment to student health . The
major concerns of the SGA are the promotion of programs
beneficial to MCG students and MCG community, student
interaction , and the progression of education at MCG. I encourage
all students, faculty members, and administrators to help the SGA
with these endeavors by promoting new programs which are
needed , and by suggesting changes in any existing programs
which are in need of change. If we all work together, I believe we
can help MCG to become a better institution for all Concerned .
A special project we hope to initiate, is the establishment of an
account to fund the construction of a physical activity center which
is desperately needed at MCG. The building will probably be an
addition to the Student Center, and would occupy the space
currently supporting the putting green. The size and content of the
center would be dictated by the amount of funding which bcomes
available. The funding will come from tax free donations
specifically designated for the MCG Physical Activity Center
account. I will give this project my utmost support, and I hope all
MCG advocates will do so also.
If you have proposals or questions you would like the SGA to
entertain, please come by the SGA office on the second floor of the
Student Center from 9 :00 a.m . until 5:00 p.m ., Monday through
Friday, send a letter to the SGA office - Room DA/ 205-or call
828 - 3357 . You may also contact any of the student representac
tives who comprise the backbone of the SGA, and strive to make
the SGA an effective organization.
I am looking forward to a productive year, and invite you to
submit your ideas. constructive criticism, and assistance.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTL YI
OYSTERS ON
THE HALF-SHELL

$1 .95

DOZ.

POOL TABLES, GAME ROOM - A FUN PLACE TO BE
2740 Washington Road -

Phone 736-4087
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going to school in Augusta would
change me, but I wasn't aware that I
looked or acted any differently. From
your vast experience, could you tell
me if there are any symptoms I
should be aware of that would show
that attending school here is a
pathological event?
Signed,
Phased One
There are many sure ways to tell if
you 've crossed the great divide and
contracted an MCG-induced psychophysiological syndrome;

Hey Doc!
My roommate is getting weird.
Last year he was running short of
money and like any desperate med
student he tried to sell his blood.
Then he tried to sell plasma. Then
white blood cells. This wore him out
tremendously and he got hit by every
bug that passed through Augusta .
That's when he discovered the local
sperm bank. It was like a great burden lifted off of his back. No longer
did he part painfully with his corpuscular humours. Now he smiled
and joyfully retreated to back rooms
and bathrooms to finance his medical school education. After a while
he bought a fancy car. Then came
the trips to Rio and Innsbruck. And
the women . A succession of them,
all beautiful - but obviously teases.
And he bought them gifts. Cellophane
pants, mostly. But he can't buy

TREAT YOUR
STUDENT
BODY TO
TACO VIVA'S

clothes at designer men's stores because they pack everything in plastic
bags and it drives him wild . The
kinkier the baggie looks, the more
amorous he gets. He can 't shop at
Kroger for his mind drifting when he
sees the Kielbasa wrapped up in
plastic.
Jealous rage recently prompted
him to try and kill the Man from
Glad. For Christ's sake! he can't pack
his sandwiches or b-uy goldfish.
Help!
Signed,
Frank Hypothyroid

I VIVA
TAC.O

Two methods of treatment exist.
A. Operant conditioning: Progress
back towards n ormalcy starting with
fur-lined baggies, through the Gynny
models from physical diagnosis, and
then a preppie girl at happy hour
(they're all plastic anyway.)
8. Cold turkey: Lock him in his room
wrapped in aluminum foil at 450°
for 35 minutes. Don't ask why, but it
worked for me.
DOC
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WHEN YOU SAY TACO, SAY VIVA
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Hey Doc!
Subject: Boobs in the Cadaver
We may not be in Medical School,
but we know our anatomy. In Spring
of '81, what's the trend for the male

Signed,
-Two fashion conscious
A. H. students.

If you are taking a history on a
patient you suspect may have this
syndrome, only one question need
be asked to cement your diagnosis;
"Do you study on the commode?"
DOC

Hey Doc!
I' m a clerk in the MCG mailroom,
and we've been processing all kinds of
letters from nursing students to
Keith Jackson and Vince Lyons . Are
these guys hung like water-buffaloes,

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS
• Contact Lenses

• Full Service Opticians

• Art if icia I Eyes

• Student Discount

4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

:)

Located in Regency & Augusta Malls

"Yes", "maybe", and "NO". In that
order.
DOC

2) PSYCHOLOGICAL SIGNS
Stress -induced Cushing's syndrome
Ability to speak in tongues
"I don't give a shit" mating behavior

Hey Doc!
I took a vacation from my first year
at MCG last weekend and spent
some time with college friends. No
matter what I did or how hard I tried I
couldn't convince them that I was
"the same old Bob". They kept looking
me up and down, shaking their heads,
and saying that I just might be beyond help. People told me that

• NUTRITIOUS FOOD
•GREAT TASTE
• REASONABLE
PRICES

•••I

1) PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNS
Ouasimotoid kyphoscoliosis
Fish flesh skin
Hemorrhoids
Gonadal atrophy
Budweiser-induced abdominal
distension
201200 vision
Caffeine-induced arrhythmias.
Flattus posteriosis

or what? And then we got letters
from lawyers. Paternity suits? And
the Dean of the Nursing School.
Harold and Maude? Hey Doc!
Please enlighen me .
Signed,
Male Boxer
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Reprinted from April 7, 1976 issue of the Cadaver.
Hi there, sports fans, it's Saturday
night, three AM and time for Interservice Hospital Ping-Pong brought
to you LIVE from the University
Hospital Emergency Room. Staff
Medicine has won the toss-up and
has elected to serve. The other services are in position and here comes
the first patient!
CC: "Feels Bad."
Pl: This is a 59-year-old, 385-pound,
alcoholic, diabetic, hypertensive,
black male with a history of three
prior Mi's, congestive failure, chronic kidney disease, gout and
"nerves."
The Medicine service jumps to
position. The clock is running. The
medical resident enters the room
and the match is on ...
"Say there, fella ever been in the
Army?"
"No, Doc, sure haven't."
"Every been to the Talmadge?"
"Yeah, about ten years ago for an ingrown toenail."
"Well, in the interest of continuity of
care, we feel that you should go on
back there . The doctors there are
familiar with your case since you've
been there before and they can do a
more appropriate work-up since
they know your prior history!"

"OWWW!! That hurts!"
SURGERY CONSUL Tl
PINGGG!
"Hello, Surgery, we got a guy down
here with exquisite right upper
quadrant pain, jaundice and history
of intolerance to fatty foods ."

"No sweat, we'll take him. Just
have him sign a consent form and
tell him to drop by my office about
ten in the morning on Monday and
we 'll buzz him ."
"What about his work-up?"
"What about it?"

"What else is wrong with him?"

PONGGG!!!

Oh, just a few minor things."

The medical resident begins to
sweat.

"How much does he weigh?"
"Oh, he's a little overweight ."
"How much?"
''Three hundred and ... "

"Say there, fella, you have any pain
here?" (Resident taps patient over
Lumbar 4 and 5 with a ball-peen
hammer.)
"Yeaouch hhh!"

CLICK
PONGGG!!! Medicine 0, Visitors 1
"Say there, fella, you ever have
headaches?" (Resident shines 200watt flashlight into left eye dilated
with atropine ophthalmic.)

ORTHOPEDICS CONSULT!
PINGGG!!!

"ARRRRRGH!!!"

"Hello, Orthopedics, we got a guy
down here with severe low back
pain, radiating to the legs, can't
walk, and we think he ought to be
admitted ."

NEUROSURGERY CONSULT!

"What's today?"

PINGGG!!!

"Saturday."

"Hello, Neurosurgery, we got a guy
down here with an exquisite headache, accompanied by flashing lights
and not relieved by anything. How
about coming out and seeing him?"

"Sorry, we only see back pain on
Tuesday and Fridays . make him an
appointment for our clinic in three
months."

"Whassat yoo say, I no speeka da
Englisch so gud."

PINGGGG!!

PONGGG!!! Medicine 0, Visitors 2

"Naaa, I don't like that place. The
nurses are ugly and they let a bunch
of smart ass kids in white coats
practice on me when they thought I
wasn't looking. I want to stay right
here and have you take care of me!"

"Say there, fell~, you really look depressed. Ever had any Valium?"

PSYCH/A TRY CONSUL Tl

FOUL!! Serve again.

PINGGG!!!

"Say there, fella, you got any pain
right here?" (Resident does handstand on the patient's right upper
quadrant.)

"Hello, Psychiatry, we got a guy
down here who looks pretty depressed . May be suicidal. Has a history of Valium abuse ."

"Yeah, seems like someone gave me
some once."

PONGGG!!! Medicine 0, Visitors 4
Medical team calls time out, pulls into a huddle. As the y whisper and
murmur, the head of a JMS occasionally pops up, checks to see if
the patient is still there and disappears. After a moment, they break
and return to playing position,
smiling broadly.
"Hello, OB-GYN, we got a woman
down here with an imperforate
hymen, enlarged clitoris and bilateral indirect hernias ... "
Whoosh ... CRASH! ... point, game,
set.

Jfy /Italian~
"The Only Authentic Italian
Cuisine in the C.S.R.A. "
•LASAGNA
• SHRIMP SCAMPI
•ITALIAN SAUSAGE
•MEATBALLS
•EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
Prepared Fresh on Premises Daily!

"My name is
Herschel. Send
me to Canada."
It's tragic that some children have
to live in squalor. It's even more
tragic that some children have to live
in Athens. Like Herschel. Herschel is
so underpriviledged that he has to
wear a shirt that is too large for him
(it probably was his mother's). Things
are so bad that he even has to steal
toys from other children. Here, he is
seen absconding with another
child's football. It is sad. And it is
tragic. Sniff.
Fortunately for Herschel, there is
a way out. A nice man named Nelson
Skalbania has offered to let Herschel
come and live with him in Canada .
Canada is a nice place. There is lots
of room for Herschel to run around
in . And there are lots of mooses for
him to play with .
But, it will take money to help little
Herschel get to Canada. Lots of it. A
wad of green . A roll of bills, M ucho
dinero. Mr. Skalbania figures it will
take at least $500,000 per year to
support Herschel in Canada . After
all, Herschel is a growing boy. He
needs his nine meals a day.
But you can help. You can . Yes,
you . Uh huh . Send in anything you
can. Nickels, pennies, pop bottles,
bottle caps, blasting caps, anything.
Give till it hurts. And then some.
Ouch. Ooh, do that again. Anyway,
send your piddling contributions to:
"O, Canada; 0, Herschel"
c/o The Montreal Alouettes
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Don't wait. Someday Little
Herschel will thank you, and so will
Bill Curry.

HOUSE SPECIALTY - VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA
Manicotti, Stuffed Shells, Pasta and Pizza, too!

Stolen from
THE TECHNIQUE
Friday, April 10, 1981

Open for lunch Monday - Saturday 11:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.
Open for dinner Wednesday - Saturday 6:00 P.M. till ...

OFFICE SPACE

BY

DIRECTIONS: Over the 13th St. Bridge, follow Georgia Ave., at the 5th
light on the left, 348 Edgefield Rd., Bel~dere, S.C.

PHONE 279-2212

"The ultimate in intimate dining"

10% DISCOUNTS FOR ALL MCG STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH THIS AD.

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3300 sq. ft. for rent
Call 738-8444

THUIDWER
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The Barr Body
By BROOKS LIDE, AGAF President-Elect

Ever since I was four years old and
the girl down the street cried because I said I thought she looked
worse than a dead frog in a mud puddle, I knew I was up against something bizarre - women. I was much
older when I asked my wise old
grandfather, "Papa, what makes
girls act different from boys?" He
got a puzzled look on his face and
replied, "Gee, Bud, I don't know. I'll
bet if you can find that one out, you
could turn cow turds into oranges ."
If I thought women were a mess at
seven, boy was I in for a surprise.
All during those trying years of
adolescence and college life, it became apparent that women were
even stranger than I realized. They
did things that defied logic, common
sense, or even nature. When I finally
got to MCG I vowed to discover what
the problem was. At last I found it the Barr body.
Yep, that little inactivated X
chromosome will do it eveytime. It is
frightening how much power that
little chunk of DNA has. They used to
think estrogens and progesterone
caused women to be so weird. Nope,
not a chance . It's those little Barr
bodies. Estrogens and progestrone
affect the mobility of the Sb's so the
older the women get the more those
little buggers creep around and
leave them helpless. Later, when all
the estrogen production slows down
the Sb's become dormant and this
explains why grandmothers and
kind old aunts seem like normal
people .
First we must accept the premise
that if women didn't have Barr
bodies they would be more like men,
i.e. they could walk, talk and chew
gum at the same time. I mean, don't
get me wrong, women are great.
They're a lot more fun to hold and

play around with than a dog or a cat
and most of the time they don't smell
as bad. And, hell, my momma took
good care of me . But, jeepers, have
you ever tried to talk to one about
something logical? It's like trying to
butt your head through the door of
the main vault at Chase Manhattan.
No matter how hard you try you just
don't make any leeway and you'll
probably end up with a headache.
You just can't beat the effect of those
Barr bodies . These are a few examples of how women are changed
by the Barr body.
The first place Barr bodies migrate
to are the various nerves and
muscles around the mouth and ton gue. This is why women talk so
much. While this has proven a great
boon to Ma Bell (notice: a woman) it
has lead many sound people to wish
for temporary deafness. It is obvious,
though, that these particular Sb's
have not traversed the blood brain
barrier into the speech areas as
there usually isn't anything much
coherent in the garbled mass of
sounds that spew from the female
mouth.
Another place Sb's have a special
affinity for are the lacrimal glands .
My God, look at a woman wrong and
you need four rolls of Bounty towels
to dry up the deluge of tears stream ing down her face . It has been postulated that these tears have special
chemicals in them because they
seem to work miracles in emergency
situations. Have you ever seen a crying woman get a traffic ticket?
Recently, it has been discovered
that Barr bodies are found to cause
excess destruction in the mathematical portion of the cerebral cortex.
Hell, you show me two women who
claim to balance a check book and I'll
(Continued on page 15)
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The Cadaver congratulates Dr. Gene L. Colborn, Associate
Professor of Anatomy and Course Director, Medical Gross
Anatomy, and Dr. Mary Ella Logan, Assistant Professor of
Pharmacology and Course Director, Introduction to Clinical
Medicine, for being chosen "Educators of the Year" by the
students of Phases I and II, respectively, of the School of
Medicine. Thank you for caring.

Dr. Logan

Dr. Colborn

SGA: Minute By Minute
By LYNN STANLEY, SGA Secretary

Not too many people went home
hungry from the Steak & Ale March
26, 1981 . That was the night of the
annual SGA Banquet, and believe
me, there was no questions about
having a quorum . As a matter of fact,
just about every member was present - and then some! Can you
blame them? The salad, steak, lobster, chicken, dessert, and ale were
plentiful, delicious, and free!
But alas. It wasn't all eat, drink,
and be merry. Somewhere between
the main course and dessert a good
bit of important business was conducted. Cadaver co-editor Vince
Lyons passed around the Rolaids before he announced that the Cadaver
was in "financial difficulty" (sound
familiar?) . Evidently, the representativies were in such a "merry" state
that it was unaninously voted to give
the school paper $1000.00 to help
them finish out the year. Hopefully,
the new budget will provide the

paper with adequate support at the
onset to avoid this confusion . (Ed.

note: YAY!!!

Next, appreciation was extended
to the Association's advisors: Dr.
William Moretz, MCG President; Dr .
James Puryear, Director of Student
Affairs: Mrs. Joy Jones, Director of
Campus Activities; and Mr. Walter
Schmidt, bookstore manager. The information and guidence you each
provided certainly made things run
smoothly and SGA thanks you for it .
(A personal word of thanks to you ,
Joy. Your encouragement and as asitance throughout the year surely
was
appreciated
by everyone,
especially me. What will MCG do
without you next year?!)
Moving down the line, certificates
of recognition were presented to
each representatives and the 1 98081 officers. Thanks everyone for a
job well done.

WAYNE NICOLL'S

Print 'n Sprint

eaglfl'3 lifl3t 6oungfl

SILK SCREENING
We salute the graduates of 1981
with special discounts in our
dining room
June 3-6, 5:30 - 10:30 p.m.
(404) 722-5541

640 BROAD STREET
AUGUSTA 30902

RUNNING SUPPLIES

1710 Walton Way
1710 Walton Way
Augusta, Georgia 30904
(404) 736-6833
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True Freshman Confessions:
"First Year Frustrations"
It 's Friday n ight. I'm sitting down
to cornflakes and bananas for the
fourth time this week. Reagan has
decided he needs my 'meat and
potatoes' money for Nancy's new
dress. Next week I give up gasoline
and underwear .
I have a test on Monday. And
Tuesday. Thursday we have a small
quiz . On Friday another major exam,
then home for din-din : cornflakes
and bananas.
I forgot to encode my microbiology
sheet number on our last test (silly
me--1 thought just having my name
would allow them to identify me) and
as punishment I have to write
"Clostridium perfringens" 300
times on a urine specimen container .
I am the future of medicine in
America! Hot damn!
The same problems plaguing
American car builders now plague
American medical schools. The raw
material (us!) is taken and, at the
lowest possible price, bent. twisted,
pushed, pulled, polished, and mass
produced into all-new, air- conditioned, one-year warranteed 20thcentury physicians. We're Chryslers,
not Rolls -Roy.c es--Rolls' are made
largely by hand, with personal
touches.
A freshman medical student must
rapidly come to grips with a few
basics :
1.
2.

3.

4.

One must not become ill , else
one falls behind.

N'Vltl£

1545 LANEY-WALKER BLVD.
AUGUSTA, GA

FELLOW STUDENTS : Yeah, it's
trite, but we are all in this together.
If one more person points out that
his / her patie nts are going to pay
$$$for that last test or wasted hours
in class, I'll scream . It was our decision to obta in the best possible
preparation to deliver high-qua lity
care; let's go for it .
Oh! those first -year frustrations!
Uh, while I'm at it, well, uh, Janet-dammit, well, uh, you see, u h, let's
just blame it on the brown beer and
cheap wine, O.K .?

(404) 722-0796

Gift Shop
Florists
Wedding Consultants
Craft Supplies
Costume Rental

(Ed. note: these frustrations last
through the second year, too.)

CLASSRCa-1 EXIT PATHWAY
(MED STUIBm' Slll.M)
Money

II

Notetaker = (Med Student = Med Student)N

Trivia
\.

Student Interest
\ _ Re~uc ed Stooent Interest
_

L

Lecture Trarx:iuilase

Freshnan Class
(Unsaturated Form)

I

1

l

---.
I

~ 'l'ri v i /

Triv1 a

Trivia

j

Med Stl udent

/

Med Student - Trivia

I

Trivia
Ill]?Ortant Points
1. All steps are believed to be 1rreversible.
2 . Lecture trarx:iuillase effect i s increased in the presence of ii'relevant questions ( coenzyme Q').
3. Cleavage inhibition for any reason
can l ead to a condition known as
"rn::>untain rowdiness."
4. Most of the data supporting the
existence of the med student shunt
is biochemical in nature.

_LSatqrated Eorru)

Saturated s tu- ~ A COIT\)lex of door
dent c leavage
proximitases. acenzyme.
tiva t ed by the
professor writing
on tl1e board.

This cleavage stops \
short of the notetaker,
Urge To Leave
as prior bonding wlth
m:mey prevents the con.Fond J?areweH
version of the urge to
leave to a fond farewell .

'V

By positive cooperativity, the
first cleavage fa c ilitates further
cleavar;es.

Trivia

I

Tri via~ Med Student ~Tr l via

l

Exchange your normally enriching social life for the histocompatability locus of a mouse.
Three meals a day becomes 2
coffees, 4 tabs, and 8 stale
Krispy Kremes.

II

)

I

~Trivi a

M:mey
Notet airer -

/
1

Trivia

There is evi~nce to indicate that in
the absence of sanethi~ better to do,
the Med Stooent will grow a beard.

Trivia

-4- -

/

Something Better To Do

1

Student Yawnase

Med Student

Sleep is a weekend exercise
(unfortunately it's the only kind
you get in bed any more ... ).

They tell me these things are important in separating physicians
from technicians. It's a 'rite- of
passage' . They neglect to add that
these things also aid in the production of empty, unemotional
shells from highly optomistic, idealistic pre-meds . Repititious robots
replace caring humans.
What can be done?
ADMINISTRATION: Loosen your
ties and hang up your multi-button
telephones . Our aducation is your
responsibility; Innovate, don't Imitate! help us to create, don't produce
us like Xerox copies.
FACULTY : Get off your assembly
line . Teach us what we need to
know, do n 't hide behind a copy of
last year 's handout . If you'd rather
be in the laboratory, for God 's sake
go! and let the teaching be done by
those who genuinely care .
ALUMNI : Help us . The fact that
you wa lked through cow-patties
wh il e you were here is no reason
for our feet to stink!

thunderbfrd Cnn
Racquetball
and

Health Spa

(limited membership)
ANNUAL MEM BERSHIP FEE entitles members to unlimited use of all Thunderbird
Inn Racquetba ll and Health Spa Center facilities and to rent court times at hourly
rates .
• Racquetball Club
• Swimming Pool
•Health Spa
•Sauna
• Locker Available
• Racq uet Rentals

ADULT
FAMILY

MEMBERSHIPS:
95.00
STUDENT
150.00
SPA

65.00
65.00

Daily 7 AM-9 PM
Sunday 8 AM-8 PM
919 15th St. Augusta, Ga.
724-9625 ext. 294

THUNJl.JER
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Congratulations to "Da Mob". MCG's Women 's Intramural Roundball
Champions! Front row, I tor: Paula DeNitto, Margaret Riley, Nell Bryant,
Marcia Riley, Cheryl Hecht. Second row : Trippe Jones (Coach), Betti Jo
Steele, Cindy Skelton, B. K. Snell. Kathy Butt. Standing-David Breedlove
(Enforcer).
(Photo by Jacques Pye)

Over 600 people bought tickets to see the MCG Mad Dogs play the
Golden Isles Rugby Club at the Michelob-sponsored Cerebral Palsy
Benefit match. Jerry Wackerhagen. Team Captain for the Mad Dogs,
is shown presenting a check to representatives of Cerebral Palsy.

MCG's Mad Dogs in triumph over Golden Isles RFC.
(Photo by Jacques Pye)

MCG's Softball Tournament starts Saturday, May 16, at
9:00 a.m. at Richmond Academy. Come out and be an
athletic supporter for your favorite team! The finals will
be Sunday, May 17. Be there.

Clown Delivered.,.
Balloon Bouquets

Helium Helloo\'
733-2617

For~ Occasion You

Can Think of; Birthday's, Thank You's,
New Baby, Regret's, Get Well's,
Bar Mitzvah's... Etc ••• Etc •.. Etc.

FAMOUS 3 FOR 1 HAPPY HOURS
WEDNESDAY 4-8

SATURDAY 6-10

MCG'S FAVORITE SPOT

2802 Wrightsboro Road, Augusta, Georgia

738-6101
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MULLET'S MEMOIRS,
bulge in my pocket to a pain in my
ass . I realized the only people impressed with it were my parents,
1000 miles north of here via a p ic ture. No one else in the hospital gave
a shit.
So by mid-junior year I was conditioned . I could hit a vein upside down
blindfolded with my left hand between my legs standing on a chair
from across the room . My friend
Paul should have had his IV tray
bronzed - he carried it everywhere
and got a mullet record of 188 IV's in
6 weeks . The very word mullet was
like a rebel call - an affectionate, endearing way to hail a fellow classmate - the slur was now a banner. It
brought us close.
Our language and vocabulary
stank of "I read it in the NEMJ" or
"according to the Lancet" -- but if I
may digress awhile remembering
years I and II made it all seem
worthwhile .
Year I - Pre-Pre mullet or P.P. mullet . A most confusing 10 months to
say the least. To this day no one
knows what the hell all of the camel
jockey's lectures were about and
even fewer could ever understand
what they were saying! The cadaver
juice worked its way through the lab
coats and into our brains. Anatomy
consumed us, ·Physiology burned us
and Micro infected us . Physical
Diagnosis was nothing more than
Show and Tell.
The worst was vacation time and
family gatherings . Here you are the Doctor! All kinds of 2nd and 3rd
cousins and maiden aunts from New
Jersey come up to you describing in
lay terms their various ailments . You
have no idea what the hell they are
saying but you tr.y to look earnest
and sincere -- spit out enough
'Pseudo - stratified - ciliated - columnar -ep ithelium' until they OOH and
AHH and say, " Have I got a girl for
you!" Most of us laugh and cry
through the year and flush it in
June -- pass the summer like a joint
and then :
Year II - Pre-mullet. Now for Dr.
Teabeaut . Everything you wanted to
know about pathology and definitely
were afraid to ask -- but he's re markable and eccentric and you learn it
somehow. You survive Winter
Quarter, the hardest 10 weeks in
your life, and then there it looms
like a forehead zit : The National
Boards . They drop (quickly upon) you
in June. 24 hours later, you take that
clean white coat out of the closet,
you grab your recently charged otoopthalmoscope, black bag, and new
dress or tie and show up - you finally
made it. You're a Mullet.
There are certain rules of Mullet
Etiquette :
1) Never show up a superior on the
totem pole. If you do you'll be up
all night drawing Fasting Sugars
every 15 minutes on Diabetic
Veterans with no veins and
resembling second base from all
their amputations.
2) Never quote Robbins. It shows
ignorance and 9 / 10 of the time

from page 1

you're wrong. I don't care if it is
on page 916.
3) For some reason - everyone
above you is "Sir". Even female
attendings seem to enjoy being
called Sir.
4) Sleeping and eating at daily noon
conferences - better do it way in
back behind a very tall mullet.
Otherwise you may be called up
to the front and asked to deliver
the rest of the lecture. (It happened to an '81 mullet.)
5) Do not laugh at Mullets who put
their foot in their mouth. It is a
common disease; we all have it to
a degree and remember -- a
mullet in need is a mullet indeed.
6) Learn to dodge bullets with my
famous 12 or 65 rule. If the attending is looking for your F. O.K.
(Fund of Knowledge) and asks incidences: Quote him 12 or 65 depending on your judgement. If it
is low - 12 is usually close (65 if
high) and he'll be impressed,
amazed and you'll be forever a
mullet in his good graces. Your
fellow mullets will also be impressed which could result in you
becoming a mulletus gunnerus.
There are five species of mullet :
Mulletus Maximus - really an Attend ing in a lab coat;
Mulletus Supremus - knows everything and knows he knows it.
Disgusting .

Mulletus Gunnerus - reads on the
toilet, over holidays, and during
funerals;
Mulletus Diligentus - never complains. His pants are stained pre maturely with Betadine.
Mulletus Lazy son of a bitchus rarely seen, always ill, and glasses
don 't correct his vision.
We all fall into one of the above - but
you have to earn your wings every
day. Mullet ratings vary with the
prime interest rate, so if your attending blows you away, deduct 7%
from your best grade.
Lastly, how to be a cool mullet :
1) Don't wear your stupid white
coat. Everyone looks alike and
nurses make faces at you behind
your pseudo-intellectual back.
And your black bag belongs in
your locker, dummy.
2) Wear your stethoscope properly.
Ear piece in belt loop and diaphragm/ bell in right front pocket.
3) Flatter the R.N. 's. They are
people too and basically have a
thankless job. They keep more
patients alive than M .D. 's.
Flowers and invitations to Happy

Hours help here, too.
4) Take showers and brush your
teeth. A foul smelling mullet is
contraindicated. Which reminds
me of a true story:
A classmate last year (as a mullet)
was told to work up a patient with a
large pungent abscess in his mout h.
He was forewarned about the "Zacka-lack" sign. (Mouth smells 'Zack -alack' his ass). Undaunted and with
great curiosity he leaped into the
room and promptly vomited all over
the patient - thus the "Ciechan "
sign. This is not cool.
In conclusion - As my senior year
races by I can honestly say the handeye-m ind axis was greatly strength ened by the training received here at
MCG . I've spent several elective
months away at other institutions in
the Northeast and those fancy high
tuition paying prima-donnas may
have had a longer list for hypersemenemia , but had no idea how to
handle a code. They're stuck in neu tral, and may need at least one post
graduate year to catch up . So be
proud of the Mullet heritage -congrats and welcome to the club.

IDLE HOUR FLORIST
1704 CENTRAL AVENUE

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 30904

PHONE NUMBER 733-3672

~a rt le ':l's

MATERNITY

WEAR

-

UNIFORMS
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The Flashbacks Hit MCG

If you missed the party in Apri l, take yourself out for a good flogging. You
missed the best-sounding bunch of formalin -soaked recently de-Path'd folks
this side of the tracks; The Flashbacks . Formerly the Stu ntnite Band, the Flash backs play fifties rock like nobody since Tiny Tim brought back "Tiptoe Through
the Tulips".
Their next show will be a benefit for the "Cadaver Legal Aid Defense Fund"
(see story, page 4) May 22 at the Student Center. Don't miss it this time, or
you'll just have to be donated to Dr . T as a pot case.

Dean of Dental School with MCG graduates (the big tomatoes) on right-other dental graduates (the little tomatoes) on left.

Dental School Is Not A Joke
The Dental School at MCG is a
unique blend of tale nt and ideas that
have cu lminated in th e production of
some of the nation's top - ranked
practit ioners. Through the innova tion and determination of Dean Judd
Hickey, the Dental School has grown
in its few short years of existence
(founded in 1965) into one of the
most well-respected inst itutions in
the coun try.
Dean Hickey has surro unded himself with a nucleus of talent and
made a co nstant search for the right
combi nations of faculty members,
resulting in a school in w hich nearly
100% of the faculty are dentists.
Since the students take even their
basic sc ience courses from dentists,
(most of whom have dual D.D.S ./
Ph.D. degrees) clinica l correlations
and appli cations are stressed more
than in most other Dental schools .
In the cli nic, students are super -

vised not only by full -time faculty,
bu t also by part-t ime faculty with
successful dental practic es in the
Augusta area . This combination
gives the students exposure to a
variety of ideas and clinical experiences, allowing students to develop
their styles and techniques from
many sources. The emphasis on
clinica l experience keeps student
morale up, and results in dentists
who are familiar with and competent in dealing with patients.
The dental school is very young,
which may be a part of its success .
It's faculty an d Administration have
healthy attitude toward change-they're not afraid of it. With this attitude and their constant striving for
im provement, the MCG School of
Dentistry, now ranked in the top ten
of dent schools nationwide, will continue to be one of the best schools in
the country.

Flashbacks Shake-Rattle-and-Roll the night away.

(Photo by Jacques Pye)

This catheter is gonna take a lot of K-Y ....

The Freshmen are gonna get you.

STUNT NIGHT IS COMING
Saturday, May 16, 1981, 8:30 p.m.
Larg e Auditoriu m
All MCG students, faculty and Alumni are invit ed -- who
knows, you (or your effigy) may even be in the show ....

Drop your caption in the nearest Cadaver box.

LAST ISSUE WINNERS!
FIRST PLACE : At a Nursing
Faculty meeting; " No, no,
no, girls; THIS is the holein-the-ground!"
- Brooks Lide

HONORABLE MENTION :
"Hey! Will someone please
pass the mustard and
relish ."
- Burg e

TH~Sft.JlmER
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THE
BRAWL

PAYING FOR
SCHOOL, 198 .1

from page 1

The Freshmen Med class,
and our very own Mario
"Dancin' Fool" Miras, put together the party of the year at
the Freshman Brawl, March
1 5. The 'Balls Brothers Band'
kept the crowd moving, and a
good time was had by all.
Winners of the 'Ultra-Brite' award

"What the hell's 'cheese'?"

Editors-elect of the Cadaver trying to remember their
names.

THE BARR BODY,

show you one who cheated and the
other whose father, husband or boy friend did it .
Another portion of the brain that
has been under particular devastation
from Bb's is the judgement portion
cortex. This part of the brain is turned from the highly organized series
of neurons and glial cells into a mess
resembling Stouffer's lasagna. The
brain of a normal post -pubescent
female seems capable of making
split -second decisions about how
much eye make- up to apply, what
temperature the curlers work best
on, and exactly how many hours her
date will have to wait for her to put
on the "finishing touches." However, more complex tasks seem
insurmountable. I've seen women
lose ten pounds warring about what
color dress to wear, or which boy is
the cutest. And how about shopping
with one . I made that mistake once.
18 miles, 27 stores and six hours
later we finally found the perfect
article of apparel. Later, of course,
she took it back. All that work for a
pair of underwear .
This lack of judgement is not
generalized; a recently discovered
portion of the brain, the Fickle center, seems capable of quick decisions,
although the decisions are based on
nothing resembling human thought.
Th is Fickle center has been the
cause of more consternation to the
male of the species than all the wars,
plagues and famines combined. Take
a normal couple, boy meets girl, boy
likes girl, girl likes boy and they ride
off happily in the sunset . Whoops,
wrong again . Boy treats girl nice:
spending money, making an effort,
not farting , and generally being a
decent human being . Soon this goes

Say, 'Mo. who's the fox?

(photos by Vince Lyons)

GHEAC will, at the very leas t, be
drastically cut. This loan program
supplies funds to most MCG students. In addition, the restrict ions of
military scholarships make them a
poor option for many students, and
the number of these scholarships is
extremely limited A !so, the part
time work can only partially compensate for loan funds lost.
Scholarships have disappea red in
recent years, because most people
assume that the governm ent will
assist students. It is President
Reagan's plan that the support of
education be returned to the private
sector. In accordance with this
philosophy, we ask the Alumni
Association to consider the establishment or support of scholarship
funds as a priority item for the
coming year.

continued from page 1 O

to the girl's brain, (or the semblance
thereof) and those Bb's crank up the
Fickle center. Next time boy sees
girl. girl treats boy like he has just
come out of the septic tank. No one
can explain that.
A final example of the effect of
Barr bodies is the effect on the
woman's skull. If a woman's set her
mind, or what's left of it, to a task,
it's Katie bar the door. The Bb's
immediately rush for the skull, not
only making it harder than reinforced concrete, but also blocking

off the external ear canals making
it impossible for the woman to hear .
Talking to a hard- headed woman is
like trying to stop a Sherman Tank
with a pea shooter . Good Luck!
I know I'll never understand
women . Hell, nobody does. They
don't even understand themselves .
But at least now I know why they
don't work the same way I do. I guess
that's what makes the world go
round . But one thing , if a woman
was driving it, it sure as he ll would
be spinning the other way .

~ ~

Do you think she'll give him a job?

10% Disconnrs fo1t all MCG STadenrs
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Investigative Reporting 550
Have you ever wondered where those inspiring lecturers got their training?
The Cadaver sent an undercover agent to infiltrate the MCG School of Lecture Science and Coma Induction so that we could let our readers know what
goes on in those secret faculty meetings we all hear about.
Our reporter sent out the following memo before he was caught and tortured- the fiends have him locked in an audiometry booth listening to tapes of lectures from Microbiology and Family Practice, and they refuse to release him
until we print a complete and total retraction of everything ever printed in the
Cadaver's thirty-five year history. Their lawyer has called us and told us we
could "stick it"--things look grim for the home team. but t he First Amendment
marches on!
Here then, is the last communique from our intrepid warrior:
Dear Keith and Vince--this th ing goes deeper than I ever suspected. I don't
know how much longer I can hold out--l'm running low on Bennies and I
only get fourteen hours of sleep a night, so it's almost impossible to stay
awake long enough to write down even the title of the lecture. I picked up
this handout in the ha/1--one of the trainees dropped it when he left "Basic
Lecture Techniques 102". Send me an alarm watch, o.k.?
/ s / Agent 3.14159

5.

Impress your knowledge of Latin upon the audience. Liberal
use of "et al" , "et cetera", and "i pso facto" are encouraged .

6.

Each slide should be complete unto itself. Never attempt to tie
the thought of a preceding slide into the next phase of the lecture.

7.

Graphs should always be used efficiently. Inclusion of a graph
with less than five variables depicted is unacceptable . Example:

8.

A useful pre-lecture technique is to dump your slides from the
tray and have a myopic chimpanzee replace them . The random
organization and orientat ion of the slides heightens audience
reaction.

9.

Slides should never be duplicated- -when necessary you
should return to a previous one. A slide to be referred to many
times must be placed in the front of the tray.

Fourteen Rules for Delivering a Lecture
1.

Always use the following format in any stimulating lecture :
click
''This slide shows ... "
click
"And this is a slide of .. . "
click
"And this is a slide of ... "
click
(et cetera)

2.

10. Statistics which plot randomly should always be presented as
though the correlation coeff icient approaches one, i.e.,

Always include one slide for which the following is appropriate :
"I know you can't see this slide very well , but if you could it
would show that .... ".

3.

4.

At least one slide should be included that consists of at least
100 entries in a table of seemingly random numbers . You
should point to three of the entries, saying , this data clearly
indicates that.. .. "
Give the name of the author, publication, date and page
number for each slide . Regardless of other facts or expository
information, the author's name should not be omitted. A per sonal anecdote about the author is recommended whenever
possible .

A firm, bold line shows confidence in your answer.
11. You are lecturing to your slide, not to the audience . Face
accordingly .
12. Especially when lect uring to medical personnel , assume that
your audience is illiterate--read each slide to them .
13. The pointer should be waved vaguely at the slide, never at a
specific item on the slide . It's all in the wrist.
14. Conserve blackboard space at all costs. If you must write on
board , use no letters higher than 1 / 2 inch .

Lunch anytime at SUNSHINE Bakery
1209 Broad Street

Some Deli Specialties are :
•Our own bagel with lox and cream cheese
• Past r am i on our Sour Dough Rye
•Enjoy our Soup of th e Day (better than homemade)

STUDENT HAPPY DAYS
,,~ w/ud &

CHEAPEST KEGS IN TOWN!

What a way to go!
OPEN 7 A.M. till 11 :00 P.M.
1719 LANEY WALKER BLVD.

738-5034

dodmv ~,,

BAR DRINKS $1.00
MONDAY thru THURSDAY w/MCG ID
EXPIRES MAY 31, 1981

THE__J~~ER
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One ~ulc: Do N~t l\lock the Path of' Inquiry

SOPHOMORE PARADE!

------------------------------24 Hour Towing Service
AAA 738-6611

12:00 noon

Friday, May 15th

WEEKS AUTO SERVICE

628 - 13th Street (across from Health Central)
Augusta, Georgia 30901
Rebuilt Transmissions - 12112 warranty

Route is down Laney-Walker Boulevard
15 cases Schlitz
3 cases Budweiser
5 cases Coke

PRIZES:

There will be a 10 keg Band Party for all participants after the
Parade .
THEME: MCG Goes Western

AUTHORIZED GEORGIA VEHICLE INSPECTION STATION

Ashley Weeks
- - - - -

GRAND MARSHALL : "J .R." T-Bo
RULES: There are none! Any float is acceptable. Flatbeds will be
provided, but smaller floats and decorated cars can enter, too. A
class may have as many entr ies as they desire. NO ENTRY FEE .
For more info call Todd Jarrell or Al Marti n, Med '83.

404 724-0418
404 722-7077

Clip this out and keep in wallet for emergencies.

f-erroo's._

-----

Quality Food and Drink

SUB-TERMINAL
767 Broad Street
Next to Southern Finance Building
Hours

8:00 a.m . - 6 :00 p.m.
Monday - Saturday
Breakfast served until

11 :00a.m.

"A Complete Meal On A Bun"
724-1120
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT

WE DELIVER
Call about Sandwich Trays
for Parties

Call in the morning and have lunch delivered at NOON .

NO DELIVERY CHARGE TO MCG STUDENTS
AND EMPLOYEES .

LUNCH, BAR & TV - SATURDAY 12-3
SERVING MEXICAN FOOD - MONDAY NIGHTS

FRESH SEAFOOD • FINE WINES • CHOICE MEATS

(Across from the Civic Center)
&th and Watkins Streets • Aucuata, 6-&la 722-4876

722-4879

THU49.WER
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Recipes from the Cannibal Cook
a new feature
Instant Mashed Pot-a-toes
Collect only the freshest toes. Cook in a large pot. seasoned to
taste with salt and peper, until tender. Puree. Place in a drying
oven at 275 F for two hours. Voila- -lnstant Mashed Pot-a- Toes!
Ready to serve to family or friends; just add water.
Split People Soup
Using smaller persons (children make a particularly delicate
broth), bisect each and place in large boiler. Brown lightly with
salt and pepper in Worcestershire sauce and butter. Cover with
water and simmer until tender. Remove bones and sprinkle soup
with burned hair. Serve with Corns of Ears.
In our next issue, learn to make your own Instant Creamate for
coffee; Steak Diane; Chef Salad; and Cherry's Jubilee.
Editors Note: And for desert, why not try

BANANA BREAD
Ingredients:
2 Laughing Eyes
2 Loving Arms
2 Well-shaped Legs

2
1
1
2

Large Firm Milk Containers
Fur-lined Mixing Bowel
Large Firm Banana
Nuts

Look into Laughing Eyes and with Loving Arms gently massage
Milk Containers until Fur-lined Mixing Bowl is well greased
Spread Well-Shaped Legs and add Banana, mixing with firm, hard
strokes. Cover with Nuts.
Bread is done when Banana is soft.
When done, wash all utensils thoroughly; do not lick the bowl.
(note: il bread starts to rise, leave town!)

.- - - - - - - - - - - I

I
I

EVENT: 3 mile road race
STARTING TIME: 10:15 a.m .
COURSE: Starts and ends in front of the R & E building and winds
through the campus. Flat and mostly asphalt surface .
FACILITIES: Restrooms in the R & E building . Water table avail able at finish .
AWARDS: Trophies to 1st overall male, 1st overall female. 1st
place Faculty
Medals to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd finishers in each age category. Tshirts for all registered finishers can be picked up at the finish
line.
CATEGORIES:
1) Men 29 and under
2) Men 30 and over
3) Women 26 and under
4) Women 27 and over
SPONSOR: MCG Medicine Class of 1983.
WHO IS RUNNING : All students, teachers, staff, and other MCG
connected people . No Registration fee for Alumni - T-shirts will
be mailed later to participing Alumni .

----------Don't Move Till You Call Us
COUPON

-

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

z

We rent dependable, well-maintained GMC and other fine trucks. From 12-foot vans up to trucks
big enough to swallow seven rooms of furniture . We rent furniture pads, hand trucks and tow
bars to trailer your car. We also have small, medium, wardrobe and dish cartons available.

::::>
0

MOVER'S DISCOUNT!!
Bring this. ad to any of the neighborhood Ryder dealers listed below seven days prior to your
move and save 10% on the cost of your one way rental.

I

0

a..

(.)

I

I
I
I
I

I

n

0

c

"'tJ

0

z
I

WESTSIDE TOOL RENTAL
3105 Washington Rd.
860-0402

ECONO CAR OF AUGUSTA
1652 Gordon Highway
793-7739

HOLMES AMOCO
15th and Broad
724-9154

FRANK WILSON'S RENTALS & SALES
3613 Walton Way Ext.
733-8610

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
315 Hale St.
722-4841

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

MAKE YOUR ADVANCE RESERVATIONS NOW!

I

I

(offer expires July 31, 1981)

I

·- - - - - - - - - - - -

-COUPON -

- - - - - - - - - - - -·
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MCG Faces In The Crovvd
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Dr. Teabeaut with cock.
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NOTHING LASTS FOREVER

:t:t

Though it seems that some things will.. ..
Even though it seems that some things are part of the very
fabric of the world, and must go on without end, we all are
mortal-- even J . Robert Teabeaut. II, M.D.
Medical education at MCG would not be complete without
the presence of Dr. T, and it's never too early to make plans for
the future .

:i

;t
=..1.

;i
=..1.
;i

;i
=..1.

:i
:i
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SUPPORT THE 'STUFF J. BOB' FUND
Picture it: the year 2078, Phase II arrives to begin class, and
as he has for the last 123 years. Dr. T opens the way into the
mysteries of Pathology. A fine tradition lives on, thanks to the
modern miracle of Taxidermy. Perfectly preserved, lifelike in
every detail, Dr. Teabeaut is rolled in and recordings of some of
his greatest moments are played to the eager students . Yes,
even your grandchildren 's children can hear such famous
phrases as "Next slide, Ben", "Jeezuss, man, how long have
you been in Med school", and "Robbins is an idiot", complete
with the MAN HIMSELF, but only if you help.
Send your tax-deductible contribution today!
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F.
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F. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F.
Yes! I 'd like to help 'Stuff J . Bob'. Here is my contribution to
F.
the (check one):

Dr. Puryear trying to make minority applicants feel more at ease .
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Resident 's fund ($1 .00) (residents are cheap)
Secretary's fund ($100.00)
Sophomore's fund ($1000.00)
Embalmer 's fund ($00.10) (it won't take much embalming

;t

:i

fluid)
So you won 't forget, send your check before midnight tonight to

-

Stuff J . Bob
c/ o Box 1919

;t

;i
=..1.

MCG
Augusta, GA 30912
Help preserve a fine old tradition--in every sense of the

w~

----------------------
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dean Goodale checking Dr. Weidman's calf for t h rombophlebitis.

A & G Selective Collections

THE RETURN Of Tf.tE

Ribbons Galore for Accent Designs
Variety of Baskets, Brass
Silk and Dried Flowers
Visit Anita and George at A & G Selective Collections

Dr. Weidman preparing to nurse.

MAY 2 2., s:oo,.yw\.
~ TUOEN T C£NT~I\.

MON.-SAT.
10 A.M. - 6 P.M.
863-4697

la Petite Plaza
3857 Rose lane

One block off Washington Rd.
directly behind
Martinez Fire Dept.

Home of Fantastic Sandwiches
Also Soups, Salads, and Specialty Items

NOW SERVING COMPLETE BREAKFAST

Mon. - Sat. • 6:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
1830 Walton Way
Phone ahead for take-out orders 738-4878

IRISH DEU

1830 WALTON WAY• PHONE 738-4878

Bring this ad in for a FREE beverage of your choice
with any breakfast meal or with and sandwich or salad after 5 p.m.

THL.C~JER
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SENIOR MATCH RESULTS
There were 187 seniors in this year's class of whom 150 or 80% participated in the National Resident Matching Program. Of those participating, 58%
received their first choice hospital and 83% matched within their first three choices. Fifteen students, or 10%, were unmatched and have since received first year appointment.
Seventy-three percent of those participating in the NRMP have appointments at major teaching hospitals (with the same percent for those who
matched, as those who did not). Of 33 students not participating in the match, and seeking first year graduate positions, 42% are going to major teaching hospitals; so that, as shown in the attached graph, appointments for the class as a whole in this category are at 61 %.
Our students will be going to 27 states and the District of Columbia with 39% staying in Georgia and 77% in the Southeast as a whole.
Congratulations, Gang!

First Year Residency Appointments 1980-81
Addiss, David G.
Alday, Michael A.
Alderman, Amelia
Anglyn, Darrell W.
Barrett, Mark D:
Barroso, Carlos F.
Bell, John T.
Senator, Richard M.
Billue, David C.
Black, J. Durward
Blackwell, J. Thomas
Breitenbach, Lisa M.
Bryans, William 0.
Burke, Kenneth D.
Caldwell, John P.
Campbell, Douglas
Carlson, Leta S.
Carr, William M.
Chisholm, George E.
Ciechan, Mathew R.
Collinson, Kim A.
Coussens, Patricia
Crosland, Edward
Damon, Christopher
Davidson, James M.
DeGive, James R.
Destephano, Don 8.
Dinolov, Vladimir J.
Dockery, William K.
Dorman, Gary K.
Dun, Charles W.
Dysart, Stanley
Ellison, Gregory T.
Ewin, Gilmer C.
Farley, David L.
Frank, Margaret L.
Freeman, Gordon
Friedland, Lance 8.
Gallen, Jonathan S.
Garceau, Joseph
Gasiorek, Scott
Geber, Sharron R.
Graeub, Charles M.
Gray, Arthur R.
Green, Michael F.
Griffis, Gary K.
Gubert, Susan M.
Hagins, David
Hancock, Thomas G.
Harari, David
Harkness, John R.
Harris, Jeffrey E.
Hart, Keith M.
Haynes, Gary S.
Hayes, Julian
Helton, David G.
Henderson, Bradley L.
Hill, Joseph A.
Hogan, Stephen F.
Horton, William C.
Howerton, Richard
Hudson, John R.
Hudson, Joseph G.
Humble, Carol M.
Hunter, James H.
Jackson, Sherron M.
Jacobs, Mary C.
Jacobs, William S.
Jennings, James E.
Jernigan, William C.
Johnson, Bruce W.
Johnston, Kim W.
Jones, Gregory H.
Jones, Paul V.
Kelley, Terry V.
Kendall, Laraine S.
Kendrick, John P.
Kennedy, Donald F.
Kerr, Lawrence S.
Kicklighter, Elizabeth J.
Kimbell, Bonnie A.
King, Garland T.
King, Laurel A.
Kingsman, Kilton
Kinstler, Michael J.
Kraebber, David M.
Kuban, Deborah A.
Landis, Evan N.
Lane, Marian F.
Lanier, John
Lesher, Jack
Lewis, Michael S.
Lindsay, William C.

Valley Medical Center, Fresno, Calif.
Spartanburg General Hospital, Spartanburg, SC
W. Shands Hospital, Gainesville, Fla.
Anniston Family Practice Prog., Anniston, Ala.
Columbia Richland County, Columbia, SC
Univ. So. Fla. Affil. Hosps., Tampa, Fla.
Presbyterian-St. Lukes Hosps., Denver, Colo.
Univ. Tenn. College of Medicine, Memphis Tn.
Naval Regional Med. Center, Portsmouth, Va.
Univ. of Mississippi, Jackson, Miss.
Medical Co'llege of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, NY
Medical Center Hospitals, Charleston, SC
Medical Center of Central Ga ., Macon, Ga.
Medical Center, Columbus Ga.
Georgia Baptist Hosp., Atlanta, Ga.
Medical College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
Med College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
Univ. Tenn. College of Med., Memphis, Tn.
Jacksonville Education Prog., Jacksonville, Fla .
Pensacola Education Prog., Pensacola, Fla.
Tripler Army Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii
Wm. Beaumont Army Med. Center, Ft . Bliss, Tx.
SUNY at Buffalo Affil. Hosps., Buffalo, NY
Keesler MC, Keesler AFB, Biloxi, Miss.
Med. College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga .
Univ. Michigan Affil Hospitals, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Pensacola Education Program, Pensacola, Fla.
St. Louis Childrens Hospital, St. Louis, Mo.
Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, New Hampshire
Mary Imogene Basset Hosp., Coopertown, NY
Fitzsimons Army Medical Center, Denver, Colo.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Univ. Calif. (Davis) Affil. Hosps., Sacramento, Ca.
Univ. So. Fla. Affil. Hosps., Tampa, Fla.
Grady Memorial Hosp., Atlanta , Ga.
Floyd Medical Center, Rome, Georgia
New England Med. Ctr Hosp., Boston, Mass.
Boston Univ. Affil. Hosps., Boston, Mass.
Univ. Ala. Med. Center, Birmingham, Ala.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta , Ga.
Medical Colllege of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Pensacola Education Program, Pensacola, Fla.
Georgetown Univ. Hospital, Washington, DC
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga .
Ga. Baptist Hosp., Atlanta, Ga.
Leave of absence
Cincinnati General Hosp., cincinnati, Ohio
North Carolina Baptist Hosp., Winston Salem, NC
Med. College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
Med. College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
University Hosp., Jackson, Miss.
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Medical College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
Univ. Alabama Med. Center, Birmingham, Ala.
Georgia Baptist Hosp., Atlanta, Ga.
Keesler Med. Center, Keesler AFB, Biloxi, Miss.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Wm . Beaumont Army Med . Center, Ft. Bliss, Tx.
Cedars Sinai Med. Center, Los Angegles, Calif.
University of Ark. Hosp., Little Rock, Ark.
Med. Center Hospitals, Charleston, SC
Mahec'tamily Practice Residency, Asheville, NC
Univ. Alabama Medical Center, Birmingham, Ala.
Greenville Hosp. System, Greenville, SC
Greenville Hospital System, Greenville, SC
Univ. of Kentucky Med. Ctr., Lexington, Ky.
Med. College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
Univ. Texas SW Affil. Hosps, Dallas, Tx.
Columbia Richland County, Columbia, SC
Medical Center of Central Georgia, Macon, Ga .
Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Memorial Med. Center, Savannah, Ga.
Columbia Richland County, Columbia, SC
Cincinnati General Hosp., Cincinnati, Ohio
Leave of absence
North Carolina Baptist Hosp., Winston Salem, NC
Medical College of Ga. , Augusta, Ga .
Naval Regional Med. Ctr., Portsmouth, Va.
Univ. Tenn. Clin. Educ. Ctr., Chattanooga, Tn.
Spartanburg General Hosp., Spartanburg, SC
Eastern Virginia Grad. Sch. of Med., Norfolk, Va.
Medical College of Ga., Augusta, Ga .
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga .
Bayfront Medical Center, St. Petersburg, Fla .
Med. College of Ga ., Augusta, Ga.
Good Samaritan Hosp., Portland, Oregon
Medical College of Ga ., Augusta, Ga.

Ob-Gyn
Flexible
Psychiatry
Family Practice
Surgery
Surgery
Flexible
Radiology-Diag.
Ob-Gyn
Urology
Anesthesiology
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology
Ob-Gyn
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Medicine
Surgery
Medicine
Ob-G yn
Ob-Gyn
Flexible
Surgery
Ob-Gyn
Medicine
Pathology
Pediatrics
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Flexible
Medicine
Surgery
Medicine
Medicine
Anesthesiol ogy
Family Practice
Medicine
Surgery
Pathology
Radiation Therapy
Psychiatry
Medicine
Anesthesiology
Urology
Flexible
Anesthesiology
Ob-Gyn
Anesthesiology
Flexible
Medicine
Pediatrics
Pediatrics
Neurology
Ob-Gyn
Orthopedics
Ob-Gyn
Pathology
Flexible
Surgery
Family Practice
Ob-Gyn
Surgery
Medicine
Pediatrics
Family Practice
Anesthesiology
Orthopedics
Orthopedics
Surgery
Neuro-Surgery
Surgery
Surgery
Ob-Gyn
Pediatrics
Orthopedics
Surgery
Medicine
Pathology
Radiation - Dx
Ob-Gyn
Surgery
Medicine
Surgery
Surgery
Pediatrics
Flexible
Ob-Gyn
Flexible
Medicine
Flexible

Lipman, Bradford C.
Univ. Texas SW Affil. Hospitals, Dallas, Tx.
Medicine
Little, Alice A.
Grady Memorial Hosp., Atlanta, Ga.
Flexible
Little, Thomas
SUNY at Buffalo Affil. Hosps., Buffalo, NY
Medicine
Little, William N.
Memorial Medical Center, Savannah, Ga.
Medicine
Lodge, Charles G.
Medical Center, Columbus, Ga.
Family Practice
Lynn, Billy P.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Surgery
Macleod, Paul R.
Greenville Hospital System, Greenville, SC
Orthopedics
Maimer, Bruce A.
New York Univ. Medical Center, New York, NY
Psychiatry
Maloney, Michael J .
Charlotte Memorial Hospital, Charlotte, NC
Pediatrics
Mancusi, Ungaro, Carol Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Anesthesiology
Manley, Michael A.
W. Virginia University Hospital, Morgantown, WV
Medicine
Martin, Lee A.
University of Arkansas Hosp., Little Rock, Ark.
Radiology - Dx
Mayfield, William R.
Univ. Calif. (Davis) Affil. Hosps., Scaramento, Ca.
Surgery
McAlexander, Donald L. Univ. Texas SW Affil. Hosps., Dallas, Tx.
Medicine
McCunniff, Ann Jones
Bowman Gray School of Medicine, Winston Salem, NC Radiation Therapy
McCunniff, Dennis, E.
Bowman Gray School of Medicine, Winston Salem, NC Ob-Gyn
McHugh, John C.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Urology
McKay, William P.
Baptist Medical Centers, Birmingham, Ala.
Surgery
Meadows, John R.
Medical Center of Central Georgia, Macon, Ga.
Family Practice
Meier, Mark C.
Medical Centr Hosps., Charleston, SC
Surgery
Middlebrooks, Monroe C. Georg ia Baptist Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
Medicine
Miller, Andrew H.
Montefiore Hospital Center, Bronx, NY
Psychiatry
Moore, John G.
Georgia Baptist Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
Ob-Gyn
Moore, Roberta A.
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Surgery
Mull, Richard T.
Memorial Medical Center, Savannah, Ga.
Radiology - Dx
Murray, Laura Moretz
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Flexible
Nathan, Matthew L.
Univ. So. Fla . Affil. Hosps., Tampa, Fla.
Medicine
Nelson, David M.
Lloyd Noland Hospital, Fairfield, Ala .
Flexible
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Medicine
Nelson, Donald R.
Newsome, James L. Jr. Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Pathology
Oliver, Andrew 8.
Charlotte Memorial Hospital, Charlotte, NC
Ob-Gyn
Owens, Jeanna L.
McGaw Med. Ctr. of Northwestern Univ., Chicago, Ill. Medicine
Panter, James A.
Spartanburg General Hospital, Spartanburg, SC
Flexible
Parks, Willie J.
Jacksonville Education Prog., Jacksonville, Fla.
Pediatrics
Pearson, Jerome
Floyd Medical Center, Rome, Georgia
Family Practice
Charity Hospital, New Orleans, Lou isiana
Surgery
Pena, Manuel M.
Phelts, Augus P.
Medical Colleg e of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Otolaryngology
Phillips, Derrick D.
Cincinnati General Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio
Orthopedics
Pinson, Michael E.
Univ. Alabama Medical Center, Birmingham, Ala.
Medicine
Powell, Douglas F.
Georgia Baptist Hospital , Atlanta, Georgia
Flexible
Reagan, Ronald
Georgia Baptist Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia
Surgery
Reeves, James E
Texas Medical Branch Hospital, At!,.anta, Georgia
Medicine
Register, Samuel D.
Keesler MC, Keesler AFB, Biloxi, Mississippi
Surgery
Robinson, Dennis A.
Charlotte Memorial Hospital, Charlotte, NC
Pediatrics
Rod riguez, Raul
Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma, Wash .
Flexible
Univ. Vi rginia Med. Center, Charlottesville. Va .
Medicine
Roper, Embra A.
Rousso, Daniel E.
Medical Center Hosps., Charleston, SC
Surgery
Royster, Robert Marvin Georgia Baptist Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
Flexible
Sarrell, Richard W.
Medical Center, Columbus, Ga.
Family Practice
Sears, Lurlene M.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Medicine
Seymore, Carolyn
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Pediatrics
Shelhorse, Mark E
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Psychiatry
Sherry, Gregory J.
Univ. Alabama Med. Center, Birmingham, Ala.
Medicine
Shmunes, Neil
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Flexible
Smith, Gregory W .
Univ. New Mexico Hosps., Albuquerque, NM
Pathology
Smith, Harriet 0.
Medical College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
Family Practice
Smith Joseph M.
Wm. Beaumont Army Medical Center, Ft. Bliss, Tx.
Ob-Gyn
Smith, Mary E.
CWRU University Hosps. Cleveland, Ohio
Pediatrics
Snead, Henry W.
Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, Georg ia
Medicine
Solivan, Luis
Southerland, James E.
Floyd Medical Center, Rome, Ga.
Family Practice
Steed, Robert D.
Univ. Arizona Affil. Educ. Prog., Tucson, Ariz.
Pediatrics
Univ. Tennessee College of Medicine, Memphis, Tn.
Flexible
Steiri, Lee S.
D.D. Eisenhower Army Med. Center, Ft. Gordon, Ga.
Steinbook, Michael
Medicine
Richland Memorial Hosp., Columbia, SC
Emergency Medicine
Stewart, Nathaniel J.
Medicine
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Stone, John L.
Georgia Baptist Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
Strickland, Elton C.
Flexible
Univ. of Texas Affil. Hosps., Houston, Tx.
Swafford, Kathy D.
Pediatrics
Tayler, Earle
Delaying graduation
Teasley, Jean E.
Childrens Hospital No. Calif., Oakland, Calif.
Pediatrics
Thomason, Michael A.
Greenville Hospital System, Greenville, SC
Flexible
Tolson, Ellen P.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Pediatrics
Tolson, Michael
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Neurosurgery
New York University Medical Center, New York, NY
Pediatrics
Tolson, Teresa J.
Tomlison, William V.
Medical College of Ga., Augusta, Ga.
Medicine
Univ. So. Fla. Affil. Hosps., Tampa, Fla.
Tullot, Tony
Pathology
Ulbrich, Peter J.
Georgia Baptist Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
Flexible
Veal , Curtis F.
Univ. Washington Affil. Hosps., Seattle, Wash.
Medicine
Vickery, Gwendolyn S.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Psychiatry
Voccio, Gary E.
Columbia Richland County, Columbia, SC
Medicine
Walker, James W .
Mary Imogene Bassett Hosp., Coopertown, NY
Medicine
Medicine
Wallace, Brian C.
Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta , Ga.
Wallace, James J.
Psychiatry
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Walpole, Howard T.
Vanderbilt Univ. Affil. Hosps. , Nashvi lle, Tn.
Medicine
Webb, Randall M .
Greenville Hospital System, Greenville, SC
Ob-Gyn
Whelan, Edward J .
Duke Univ. Medical Center, Durham, NC
Orthopedics
Wilfong, Walter, W.
North Carolian Baptist Hosp., Winston Salem, NC
Urology
Williams, Lawrence H.
Memorial Medical Center, Savannah, Ga.
Medicine
Williams , Timothy
Jacksonville Education Prog., Jacksonville, Fla.
Medicine
Wurtz, Kenneth S.
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta , Ga.
Medicine
Yanov, Joan M .
Medical Center, Columbus, Ga.
Flexible
Greenville Hospital System, Greenville, SC
Medicine
Yates , Thomas D.

